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Intracellular molecular interaction studies have attracted great interest among cell
biologists. However, the intrinsic resolution of conventional optical microscopy only
allows the visualization of subcellular localizations. Therefore, a sensitive technique that
can observe molecular interactions down to the molecular level is in great need. By
extracting information from molecular diffusion, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
(FCS) gives detailed information on molecular interactions, and has become a noninvasive single-molecule-detection technique that can be applied to the intracellular
environment with low detection limits.1 Therefore, the overall direction of this doctoral
research was the development of a self-built FCS setup. Combined with nanomaterial
engineering, this project has enabled membrane receptor studies and intracellular
measurements in live cells.
The Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy instrumentation was to direct
measurement of membrane receptor density of the PTK7 protein, an important cancer
marker, in its natural physiological environment on the cell surface. A cellular model
using a DNA ligand aptamer was designed for specific receptor targeting and labeling,
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and was used with FCS to determine receptor densities and distributions on the cell
surface. With its intrinsic advantages of direct measurement, high sensitivity, rapid
analysis and single-cell measurement, this FCS density estimation approach holds
great potential for future applications in molecular interaction studies and density
estimations for subcellular structures and membrane receptors.2
To further understand the structure of PTK7 beyond its spatial distribution and
ligand-receptor interactions, a nanoparticle was used as a molecular ruler to measure
the distance between two binding sites on the receptor on live cells. Measuring
distances at molecular length scales in living systems is a significant challenge.
Methods like FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer) have significant limitations
due to short detection distances and strict orientations. To overcome these limitations
and construct a practical nanoruler for measuring distances on live cells, an SET-based
nanoruler, using aptamer-gold-nanoparticle conjugates with different diameters, was
developed to measure separation distances well beyond the detection limit of FRET.
Since application of fluorescence auto-correlation (FCS) to binding analysis is
limited to applications in which the binding event significantly reduces the diffusion of
the labeled species, the original FCS setup was upgraded to a novel three-channel
Fluorescence Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy (FCCS) setup. This lab-built FCCS not
only inherits the single-molecule detection capability from FCS, but also further extends
its applications for molecular interaction studies by labeling two species with two
spectrally distinct fluorophores. This technique has been establied and is now being
adapted for real-time monitoring of intracellular mRNA.
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Another aspect of this research was the development of molecular probes based
on nanomaterial engineering Two different types of molecular beacon (MB) probes were
designed for enzymatic activity studies3 and protein inhibition studies4.
In summary, this research mainly focuses on instrumentation development and
nanomaterial engineering for bioanalysis and biomedical applications, especially for cell
membrane receptor studies and intracellular measurements. A successful outcome from
these studies will lead to a better understanding of biological events and processe.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Molecular Probes for Live Cell Mapping
Mapping living cells with good spatial and temporal resolution offers significant
potential for the understanding of important biological phenomena. Probing
biomolecules in living cells not only allows us to precise characterization of molecular
properties, but also helps to define the role of the molecule in cellular processes.
Molecular probes emerge as a class of sensitive tools for probing these biological
events down to the molecular level, providing detailed information on molecular
interactions in living cells. In particular, use of nucleic acids has been a key factor in
probe design due to their capability for molecular recognition.5 The Watson-Crick type
hydrogen-bonds, in addition to electrostatic forces, π-stackings and hydrophobic
interactions, not only make DNA duplication and transcription perfectly cyclical, but also
bring the natural and specific interactions of nucleotide base pairs into the field of
molecular recognition.5 By careful engineering of the structures of the nucleic acid
probes, the Tan research group has developed various types of molecular probes via
different recognition mechanisms, such as a molecular switch, molecular beacon (MB),
6-8

and a specific molecular probe for bio-recognition, aptamer.9
To gain an understanding of molecular biological processes with accurate

quantitation, advanced tools with controlled size and shape are in great demand. Over
the past decade, significant advances have led to a large variety of emerging
nanomaterials.10-12 These materials, notable for their extremely small feature sizes and
well-defined molecular shapes, have been confirmed as reliable and effective tools,
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enabling scientists to observe, understand and manipulate the phenomena of biological
processes at the molecular level. One of the most exciting aspects of
bionanotechnology is the use of nanomaterials to carry out target-specific functions.13 In
particular, the introduction of nucleic acids into this “bio-matrix” results in nanomaterials
with the added capability for molecular recognition.13 Therefore, to visualize biochemical
reactions and events in living cells quantitatively calls for the combination of
nanomaterials and nucleic acids to provide novel molecular tools.
A typical molecular probe consists of a targeting moiety and a signaling
component.14 The targeting moiety utilizes selective molecular recognition to allow
discriminative interaction with the target molecule in complex cellular environments.
Depending on the signal transduction used for the probe design, the signaling
component generates observable response when the probe and target binds. Because
of its nondestructive nature, high sensitivity, flexible signaling schemes and multiplexing
capability, fluorescence is the first choice in constructing the signaling components. The
fluorescence signal transduction elements available for probe design involve different
fluorescence energy transfer mechanisms,15 such as fluorescence quenching,
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), surface energy transfer (SET), and
excited state dimer-excimer formation. In this research, we have introduced different
signal transduction mechanisms to the design and engineering of molecular probes for
various applications in molecular interaction studies and live cell mapping.
There is no doubt that molecular probes have played a fundamental role in live
cell studies. At the same time, however, the development of sensitive and non-invasive
instrumentation is also important in accelerating the pace of intracellular measurements.
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Cell biologists strive to characterize molecular interactions directly in the intracellular
environment. To meet this demand, advanced fluorescence techniques, including highspeed sensitive CCD cameras, fast computers, powerful lasers and high-resolution
microscopy, have been developed. Most of these techniques depend on interpreting
molecular interactions by tracking fluorescent signals. Recently, a new type of
fluorescent technique, named Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, has been
developed and employed to observe molecular interactions by measuring the dynamics
of biochemical reactions in the intact cell.16, 17 All these different techniques constitute a
powerful tool set to interrogate molecular interaction information inside a living cell.
This dissertation focuses on the design of selective molecular probes, which
combine with sensitive fluorescence technique developments for molecular interaction
probing with membrane protein mapping on live cell surfaces. The following sections will
discuss the molecular engineering of nucleic acid probes and nanoparticles and the
basics of fluorescence signal transduction mechanisms. Specifically, the molecular
recognition principles and applications of molecular beacons (MB) and aptamers will be
reviewed. In addition, different types of nanoparticles will also be introduced for
molecular probing, due to their controllable feature sizes and well-defined molecular
shapes. Finally, the challenges of using molecular probes for complex biological
systems will be discussed and a sensitive technique for molecular interaction studies,
named Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS), will be introduced to enhance the
detection sensitivity.
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Molecular Engineering of Nanomaterials
In the post-genomic era, gaining knowledge about the biological world at the
molecular level requires advanced bioanalytical tools. By developing novel techniques
in nanoscience and nanotechnology, the essential relationships between structure and
function of biomolecules at the nanoscale can be determined. Since most biological
systems operate at the nanoscale, the field of biology has greatly benefited from
advances in nanoscience, leading to new levels of sensitivity, precision, and resolution
in biomolecular analysis. Over the past decade, significant advances have led to a large
variety of emerging nanomaterials. 5, 10-12 These materials, notable for their extremely
small feature sizes and well-defined molecular shapes, have been confirmed as reliable
and effective tools, enabling scientists to observe, understand and manipulate the
phenomena of biological processes at the molecular level.
Nanomaterials can be composed from metals, ceramics, polymers, or
composites. Their molecular shapes can vary from spheres, cylinders, to single-walled
tubes or any well-defined structures. The defining characteristic of nanomaterials is a
very small size in the range of 1-100 nanometers (nm). One nanometer spans 3-5
atoms lined up in a row. By comparison, the diameter of a human hair is about 5 orders
of magnitude larger than a nanoscale particle. The nanoworld lies midway between the
scale of atomic/quantum phenomena, and the scale of bulk materials. Thus,
nanomaterials do not simply comprise another step in miniaturization; they form an
entirely different arena. At the level of nanoscale, some material properties are affected
by the laws of atomic physics; thus, nanomaterials do not behave like traditional bulk
materials. If so, what makes these nanomaterials so intriguing for biologists? Their
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extremely small-featured size which is on the same scale as the critical size for
biological phenomena. For example, since proteins are 10-1000 nm in size and cell
walls are 1-100 nm thick, their interactions with nanomaterials may be quite different
from those observed with larger-scale materials. Fundamental electronic, magnetic,
optical, chemical, and biological properties are also different at this level.
Nanomaterials in diverse shapes and materials, such as DNA and RNA probes,
polymers, metallic (Au and Ag) NPs (nanoparticles)10, 12, 18, 19, silica NPs20, 21, magnetic
NPs22-24, quantum dots (QDs)11, 25, 26, nanorods27, 28, and carbon nanotubes29, 30, have
been widely applied to bioanalysis. Different types of nanomaterials have their own
unique properties and they have been adapted to different applications in the
bioanalysis field, such as biosensing19, 31, 32, drug delivery33, 34, gene therapy35-37, and
medical diagnostics13, 27, 38.
This dissertation focuses on the development and engineering of nucleic acid
probes and nanoparticles, as well as their conjugates, for molecular recognition and live
cell mapping studies. The molecular designs, synthesis, functionalization, and
applications in different bioanalysis platforms are described and investigated.
Molecular Engineering of Nucleic Acid Probes
Nucleic acids are ideal building blocks for the construction of molecular probes
for living cell studies and bioanalysis. Scientists have put tremendous effort into the
engineering of nucleic acid probes with different structures, shapes and functions. There
are several reasons why nucleic acid probes are regarded as one of the powerful tools
for recognition.
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First of all, nucleic acid base pairing is one of the strongest and most specific
biomolecular recognition mechanisms, allowing molecular targeting and recognition with
high sensitivity and specificity.5
Second, nucleic acid sequences can be easily designed according to different
needs, and they are also easy to synthesize and purify. Also, there are various types of
modifications available for labeling nucleic acid sequences with different dyes and
radioactive isotopes, as well as modified nucleic acid bases.39
Third, by designing nucleic acid probes into different secondary structures,
different signal transduction moieties can be intercalated into specific positions of the
structure, to act as reporters of structures. This allows construction of molecular probes
with different structures and signal transduction mechanisms for target recognition
reporting.7
Finally, an in vitro selection technique named SELEX40-42 make it possible to
obtain nucleic acid sequences (aptamers) that are capable of binding to a large range of
target molecules, including ions, organic molecules, peptides, proteins, cells and tissues,
with high affinity and selectivity. By introducing aptamer technology, the targets of
nucleic acid probes have been greatly expanded from traditional nucleic acid sequences
to any type of target or component.
Therefore, nucleic acid probes have been designed with different structures and
shapes and applied in various areas of biology, medical science and chemistry. Today,
nucleic acid probes, especially DNA probes, are instrumental and ubiquitous tools in
exploring biological processes and in medical diagnostics.
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Molecular beacon (MB): molecular switch for signal transduction
Among the various nucleic acid designs, a hairpin shaped molecular beacon (MB)
is one of specific recognition units with an excellent built-in signal transduction
mechanism for detection without separations.14 The hairpin-shaped structures in MBs
are constructed from a stem and a loop (Figure 1-1). One end of the MB stem contains
a fluorophore with a quencher moiety at the other end. The MBs act as primarily closed
switches, bringing the fluorophore/quencher pair together to turn the fluorescence "off".
When hybridized to its target, the MB undergoes a conformational change that opens
the hairpin structure; as a result, the fluorophore and the quencher are separated and
the fluorescence is turned "on". However, digestion of the oligonucleotides enzymes will
also lead to the separation between the fluorophore and quencher, which also makes
the MB switch from the “off” to the “on” state. This problem can be avoided by
introducing artificial nucleic acid bases.39
The MB’s signal transduction is based on a fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) 6, 43, described further below in “Fluorescence Methods for Signal
Transduction”. The fluorophore and quencher pair can also be customized for any
experimental setup or conditions. These features have led to a wide applicability and
new utility for MBs in areas where conventional nucleic acid probes cannot function
well.44 Since MBs’ development, they have provided many exciting opportunities in
DNA/RNA/protein studies.6, 45, 46 Furthermore, MBs can be designed for (i) selectivity
with single base mismatch identification capability, and (ii) detection without separation
(real-time monitoring in homogeneous solution or living samples), (iii) sensitive
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detection of rare messenger RNAs, and the absence of cytotoxic effects, allows
continuous monitoring of the physiological changes in live cells.
It is precisely the ability of molecular beacons to detect without separation that
makes them ideally suited as reporters in ultra small volumes and inside living cells.
Thus, of the many potential probes tested for sensitive detection, MBs have emerged
promising probes, which gain steady growth in application, such as in mechanism
studies of biological functions and the sensitive detection of several diseases’ biological
species. In particular, with their high sensitivity, excellent specificity, flexible design, and
modifications, MBs are also vastly promising molecular tools for quantitative intracellular
studies.
Aptamers: molecules for bio-recognition
The application of MBs for molecular recognition sometimes is limited by the
range of targets and the nucleic acid sequence design. However, the introduction of
aptamers greatly extends the application of nucleic acid probes to a large range of
targets.
Molecular aptamers are single-stranded DNAs (ssDNAs) and RNAs that can
recognize target proteins, peptides and other small molecules. The dissociation
constants of aptamers to targets can range from 10–12 M-10–8 M. Aptamers recognize
their targets with high specificity, and can typically discriminate between protein targets
that are highly homologous or differ by only a few amino acids.47 The tertiary structures
formed by the ssDNAs are the basis for target protein recognition.48 These aptamers
are selected by a process called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by
Exponential enrichment), where the aptamers are selected from libraries of random
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sequences of synthetic DNA or RNA by repetitive binding of these oligonucleotides to
the target molecules.49 Through this iterative in vitro selection process, aptamers with
high specificity and affinity to their targets can be obtained. Most of the aptamers
reported so far have been selected using pure molecules, such as purified proteins, as
the targets. Aptamer selection against complex targets (such as red blood cells or a
single protein on live trypanosomes) was also demonstrated and interesting aptamers
have been generated.50 Aptamers have some advantages in molecular recognition and
imaging- low molecular weight, easy and reproducible synthesis, easy modification, fast
tissue penetration, low toxicity or immunogenicity, easy storage, high binding affinity
and specificity that are very comparable with antibodies. 51 Aptamers have shown great
promise in molecular recognition, diagnosis and therapy.
Cell-SELEX: A Molecular Evolution that Generates A Panel of Aptamers
To produce probes for molecular analysis of tumor cells, the Tan research
group has developed a novel method, the cell-based aptamer selection process (cellSELEX), for aptamer selection.9 Instead of using a single type of molecule as the target,
the cell-SELEX process uses whole cells as targets to select single-stranded DNA
aptamers that can distinguish target cancer cells from control cells (Figure 1-2). In
addition to those mentioned above for aptamers, the greatest advantage of cell-SELEX
technology is that there is no need of prior knowledge about the potential cancer
biomarkers for cancer on these cells. A group of cell-specific aptamers can be selected
in a relatively short period (4 to 10 weeks) without knowing which target molecules are
present on the cell surface after selection, the target molecules, which might be
important cancer biomarkers, maybe characterized, because the aptamer binding may
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provide information about the molecular structure of cell-surface receptors. There is no
easy way to produce a similar panel of monoclonal antibodies in such a short time
without access purified samples of the possible antigens. Compared to 2-D gel
electrophoresis and mass spectrometry for proteomic studies aimed at identifying
proteins, cell-SELEX first produces molecular probes, which can then be to identify the
target proteins. Thus, not only can the selected aptamers be used as molecular probes
for molecular analysis of cancer, but also they can be used as tools for identifying new
biomarkers expressed by tumor cells or other cells in disease status.
Molecular Engineering of Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles (NP)s are defined as particulate dispersions or solid
particles with sizes in the range of 1-100nm. Nanoparticles are of great scientific interest,
as they effectively form a bridge between bulk materials and atomic or molecular
structures. Bulk materials have constant intensive properties regardless of their sizes.
However, this is not the case for nanoparticles, whose properties are size-dependent. In
addition, the properties of materials change as their size approaches the nanoscale,
which makes some specific properties of nanoparticles quite different from bulk
materials, even though they are constructed with the same types of atoms. For example,
it now appears clear that nanoparticles will overcome many of the significant chemical
and spectral limitations of molecular fluorophores. In most cases, these interesting and
unique properties of nanoparticles are mainly due to the large surface area of the
material, which dominates the contributions made by the small bulk of the material.
Thanks to state-of-art synthetic techniques, methods for preparation and handling of
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size- and shape-tunable nanoparticles are proliferating, and various types of
nanoparticles having different sizes and shapes are becoming commercially available.
Nanoparticles in diverse shapes and materials have been widely applied for
bioanalysis. Nanoparticles can be used as quantitation tags, such as optical detection of
fluorescent nanoparticles and the electrochemical detection of metallic nanoparticles.
Encoded nanoparticles, such as striped metallic nanoparticles, can also be applied as
substrates for multiplexed bioassays. In addition, nanoparticles are also used to
leverage signal transduction, for example in colloidal gold-based aggregation assays.
Moreover, functionalized nanoparticles can exploit specific physical or chemical
properties to carry out novel processes, such as catalysis of biological reactions. Finally,
nanoparticles are widely utilized in the life sciences for biosensing19, 31, 32, drug
delivery33, 34, gene therapy35-37, and medical diagnostics13, 27, 38.
There are different types of nanomaterials composed of different materials, such
as metallic (Au and Ag) NPs (nanoparticles)10, 12, 18, 19, silica NPs20, 21, magnetic NPs22-24
and iron oxide NPs52. This dissertation will focus on applications of gold NPs and silica
NPs for live cell mapping and bioanalysis.
Gold NPs (commonly known as Au colloid or colloidal Au) 10, 12, 18, 19 are key
materials in nanoscience and nanotechnology and have been studied more than other
types of NPs. an important property of gold NPs is their precisely controllable size
achieved by conventional synthesis methods. Also, the broad absorption bands around
520nm of gold NPs make them good candidates for use as fluorescent quenchers for
multiple fluorophores. Therefore, gold NPs have been widely used for the signal
transduction design in molecular probes.53 Furthermore, the presence of a plasmon
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absorption band and shape- and size-dependent optical properties make gold NPs
suitable as colorimetric probes.54 The plasmon-resonance spectra of free single
particles differ significantly from those of aggregated NPs. Gold NPs have been used to
develop highly sensitive detection schemes for many targets.55 Ultrasensitive analysis of
oligonucleotides, proteins, and other biomolecules has been achieved using gold NPs
as biomarkers12. Gold NPs have been approved for in vivo use by the Food & Drug
Administration and are already in commercial products. One well-known example is the
lateral flow strip developed for fast pathogen detection and point-of-care diagnosis56, 57.
Silica NPs are currently used in many areas of bioanalysis. While polymer-based
NPs have been used widely in bioanalysis and labeling, silica NPs, by comparison,
show less aggregation and little dye leakage.58 Using appropriate synthetic conditions, a
large number of dye molecules (either organic or inorganic) can be incorporated inside
a single silica particle (potentially tens of thousands of dye molecules).20 When a large
amount of dye is incorporated in such a small volume, some fluorescence-quenching
phenomena occur within the NP. Nonetheless, the goal of obtaining a particle with
brighter luminescence has been largely successful. Dye-doped NPs produce a highly
amplified optical signal compared to a single-dye molecule. If applied appropriately in
bioanalysis, silica NPs can provide a great improvement in analytical sensitivity.
Moreover, since the dye is trapped inside the silica matrix, which provides an effective
barrier against leakage, both photobleaching and photodegradation that often affect
conventional dyes can be minimized.59 The excellent photostability makes these NPs
suitable for applications where high intensity or prolonged excitations are required. For
example, intracellular optical imaging suffers severely from photobleaching, but this
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problem could be minimized with silica NPs. The flexible silica chemistry also provides
versatile routes for surface modification. Different types of functional groups can be
easily introduced onto the NP surface for conjugation with biomolecules. In addition, the
silica surface makes these NPs chemically inert and physically stable.60 All these
properties make silica NPs excellent labeling reagents for bioanalysis and bioimaging.61
Combination of Nucleic Acid Probes and Nanoparticles for Biological
Applications
Thanks to their intrinsic molecular properties, the combination of functional
nucleic acid molecules and nanoparticles results in an unprecedented improvement in
molecular recognition. First, due to the high surface area to volume ratio, nanoparticles
can be modified to generate many types of DNA probes to enable more effective
molecular recognition. In addition, the phenomenon of cooperative interaction, also
called the synergistic effect, makes the recognition much easier towards targets with
more binding sites. When suitable nanoparticles serve as reporters, the signal of
recognition events can be amplified by thousands due to the several reasons.62 First,
because each NP carries multiple recognition molecules, there is a higher possibility of
target binding, which can improve the detection selectivity. Second, unlike other
biomolecules, DNA probes are stable after modification. The easy handling of DNA
strands and different modification strategies involving nanoparticles provide a vast
platform to achieve molecular recognition. Third, the unusual interactions between
nanoparticles and living systems make the application of functional DNA more practical
for molecular recognition and medical diagnostics. With the help of nanoparticles,
nucleic acids can escape digestion by, for example, cellular nucleases, and can be
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transported across the cell membranes to recognize bioactive substances. This offers a
chance to recover the real recognition event in vivo. Owing to these advantages, the
combination of DNA molecular design and with a variety of nanoparticles has been
widely applied in the interdisciplinary fields of chemistry, biology and medicine.63
In summary, the combination of functional nucleic acid molecules and
nanoparticles offers significant advantages for bioanalysis and molecular recognition
studies. The high surface-area/volume ratio of nanoparticles not only provides an
effective platform for nucleic acid probes for molecular recognition, but can also
increase the loading efficiencies of molecular probes to enhance the detection
sensitivity. In addition, nanoparticles can not only work as molecular probe carriers, but
can also act as reporters to simplify the design of molecular probes. In addition, the
easy handling of DNA strands and different modification strategies of nanoparticles
provide a vast platform to achieve molecular recognition. Finally, with the help of
nanoparticles, nucleic acids can escape digestion by, for example, cellular nucleases,
and be transported across the cell membranes to recognize bioactive substances. This
offers a better chance for applying nucleic acid probes for in vivo applications. Therefore,
the combination of DNA molecular design and different nanoparticles has been widely
applied in chemistry, physics and medical research.
Fluorescence Methods for Signal Transduction
Fluorescence is a widely used tool for a variety of investigations in biochemical,
medical, and chemical research due to its high sensitivity, nondestructive nature, and
multiplexing capabilities.15 This section presents different types of fluorescence
mechanisms for signal transduction for use in the design of molecular probes.
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Jablonski Diagram15
A Jablonski diagram is used to illustrate the mechanism of fluorescence from the
photophysical processes that occur during the absorption and subsequent reemission of
light. Figure 1-3A shows a typical Jablonski diagram where S0 and S1 stand for the
ground electronic state and the first singlet exited electronic states, respectively, while
T1 stands for the triplet state. In each electronic state, there are different discrete
vibrational levels. When a molecule is irradiated by photons, it can be excited to upper
vibrational levels in the singlet excited energy level S1 or higher singlet levels,
depending on the magnitude of the absorbed energy. The excitation process is very fast
and usually occurs in the 10-15 s range.
Through vibrational relaxation, molecules in higher vibrational energy levels of a
specific excited state, S1 for example, rapidly relax to the lowest vibrational level of S1,
in the next 10-12 s. In this process, energy is transferred as heat via collisions with the
surrounding solvent molecules. If conditions are favorable, the excited molecule can
then relax from the lowest excited state S1 to an upper vibrational level in S0 with
emission of photons. This relaxation is referred as fluorescence. The average time for a
molecule to stay in its excited state is called the fluorescence lifetime. Sometimes, a
molecule in the excited state undergoes a process called intersystem crossing, in which
an electron is converting the molecule to a triplet state T1. In this case, the relaxation
from the triplet state T1 to the ground state S0 with emission of photons is referred as
phosphorescence. Since fluorescence emission typically takes 10-10 to 10-6 s to occur,
but vibrational relaxation generally occurs much faster (10-12 s) and therefore is
completed prior to emission. Thus, fluorescence emission generally occurs from the
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lowest-energy vibrational state of S1. As a result, fluorescence emission energy is
usually independent of the excitation energy. In addition, because a small fraction of
energy absorbed is lost during vibrational relaxation, there is an energy difference
between the energy absorbed and emitted during the fluorescence process. Therefore,
emission of a specific molecule usually appears at longer wavelengths than the
absorption wavelength, which results in a “Stoke’s shift” between the two peaks (Figure
1-3B). More importantly, this “Stoke’s shift” allows the spectral separation of the
excitation photon from the emission photon for sensitive studies.
The signal transduction techniques used in fluorescence-based design consider
how to associate the target recognition event with changes in the relative rates of
fluorescence, which result in change in the internal conversion, external conversion, and
inter-system conversion. In addition, if the target binding event changes the electronic
structure of the fluorophore, changes in fluorescence excitation/emission wavelengths
will be observed and can be used to signal the target binding event.
The specific mechanisms of four different signal transduction approaches used in
the Tan laboratory are described below. They are fluorescence quenching, fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET), surface energy transfer (SET) and excited-state
dimer formation.
Fluorescence Quenching
In addition to internal and external conversions, there are other non-radiative
processes by which excited state molecules relax to the ground state. Because these
occur without photon emission, they are termed fluorescence quenching processes.
Quenching and dequenching upon interaction with a specific molecular biological target
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form the basis for signal transduction design in molecular probes, such as molecular
beacons.
Fluorescence quenching occurs through two major mechanisms:15, 64 collisional
quenching (also called dynamic quenching), and static quenching. For collisional
quenching, an excited fluorophore collides with other molecules in the solution during its
fluorescence lifetime, causing energy loss from the fluorophore. Therefore, the
fluorophore returns to the ground state without emitting photons. The decrease in
fluorescence intensity due to the collisional quenching can be described using the
Stern-Volmer equation:

F0
= 1 + K [Q] = 1 + kqτ 0 [Q]
F

(1-1)

in which K is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant, which is the product of kq (in M-1s-1),
and the fluorescence lifetime in the absence of the quencher (τ0 in seconds), and [Q] is
the quencher concentration.
Collisional quenchers can be heavy ions, oxygen, halogens, amines, acrylamide
and other materials. The collision rate for molecules in aqueous solutions at room
temperature is about 1010 L·mol-1·s-1. If all these collisional events result in fluorescence
quenching, it can be estimated that the maximum value for kq is about 1010 L·mol-1·s-1.
For a fluorophore with a lifetime τ0=1 ns, the Stern-Volmer quenching constant K is
approximately 10 L·mol-1. Therefore, these estimations show that when the quencher
concentration is below 10-3 M, the dynamic quenching of fluorescence is usually
negligible. For two molecules that are brought together by linkers in many molecular
probes, the collision rate is not diffusion rate controlled, and the dynamic quenching
may be more prominent.
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In static quenching, the quencher forms a non-fluorescent complex (i.e, dark
complex) with the fluorophore in the ground state.15, 64 The decrease in the fluorescence
intensity for static quenching is described by Equation (1-2):
F0
[ FQ]
= 1 + K [Q] = 1 +
F
([ F ][Q])

(1-2)

in which K is the formation constant of the dark complex, and [FQ], [F], and [Q] are the
concentrations of the dark complex , the fluorophore, and the quencher, respectively.
There are two simple ways to distinguish static quenching from dynamic
quenching, though both of them result in a decrease of emission intensity.15, 64 The first
involves lifetime measurements. In static quenching, the lifetime does not change,
because the only observed fluorescence is from the uncomplexed fluorophore, which
has the same lifetime as before quenching. In contrast, in a dynamic quenching
mechanism the lifetime shows the same order of decrease as the intensity. Second,
temperature plays different roles in the two processes. In static quenching, higher
temperature dissociates weakly bound complexes and alleviates static quenching. For
dynamic quenching, higher temperature causes faster diffusion and more quenching.
But in many cases, both static and dynamic quenching processes occur in the same
system.
Static quenching plays an important role in molecular probes. For example, it is
involved in the fluorescence quenching of fluorophores in MBs.65 Many fluorophore/
quencher pairs, including tetramethylrhodamine(TMR)/DABCYL, EDANS/DABCYL,
eosine/DABCYL, fluorescein/TMR and TMR/TMR display absorption spectral changes
when they are brought close together in the hair-pin conformation, indicating the
formation of non-fluorescent complexes in closed-stem MBs.65 The static quenching that
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occurs in MBs leads to higher quenching efficiency than other process, such as
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET).65
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is an interaction between a
donor chromophore and an acceptor chromophore.15 The donor chromophore, initially in
its electronic excited state, may transfer energy to an acceptor chromophore through
nonradiative dipole–dipole coupling. FRET requires an overlap between the emission
spectrum of the donor with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor, as shown in Figure
1-4. Such an overlap allows the excitation energy to be transferred from the donor to the
acceptor if the two molecules are coupled by a dipole-dipole interaction within a
distance of 10 nm. FRET efficiency defined as Equation (1-3), depends strongly on the
distance between the donor and the acceptor molecules as described in the following
equation:

⎡
⎤
⎢ 1 ⎥
⎥
E=⎢
⎢1 + ( r ) ⎥
⎢⎣
R0 ⎥⎦

6

(1-3)

where the Forster radius R0 is the distance at which energy transfer is 50% efficient,
and r is the distance between the donor and the acceptor.
The efficiency of FRET is dependent on the inverse sixth power of the
intermolecular separation, making it useful over distances comparable to the
dimensions of biological macromolecules. Thus, FRET is an important technique for
investigating a variety of biological phenomena that produce changes in molecular
proximity. When FRET is used as a contrast mechanism, colocalization of proteins and
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other molecules can be imaged with spatial resolution beyond the limits of conventional
optical microscopy.
Surface Energy Transfer (SET)
Recently, several groups66-74 have reported the phenomenon of nanoparticle
surface energy transfer (SET), in which energy transfer flows from a donor molecule to
a nanoparticle surface at a much slower decay rate than the dipole-dipole energy
transfer in FRET, the 1/d4 distance dependence of SET is described in the Equation (14): 66

⎡
⎤
⎢ 1 ⎥
⎥
E=⎢
⎢1 + ( r ) ⎥
⎢⎣
R0 ⎥⎦

4

(1-4)

where the Forster radius R0 is the distance at which energy transfer is 50% efficient,
and r is the distance between the donor and the surface of the metal particle.
While SET is similar to FRET, in that the interaction is dipole–dipole in nature, it
is geometrically different from FRET because an acceptor nanoparticle has a surface
and an isotropic distribution of dipole vectors to accept energy from the donor, leading
to a dipole-surface resonance mechanism.67-70 This arrangement effectively breaks the
inherent detection barriers of FRET (~10 nm), thereby increasing the probability of
energy transfer and ultimately enhancing the efficiency of SET over FRET.
The intensity quenching mechanism via coupling of the oscillating electronic
dipole of a dye to a metal surface with loss of energy was developed by Chance, Prock
and Silbey,75 and by Persson and Lang76 for metals. Aside from bulk systems, recent
attempts have conjugated different lengths of dsDNA onto the metal nanoparticle
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surface, thus demonstrating the validity of this “SET nanoruler” for mapping distance in
a real biological system.66 These “SET nanorulers” have the potential to become an
alternative to FRET for molecular interaction and distance measurement in cellular
systems, especially for applications demanding long observation times or large
distances. It represents the next leap forward in the use of optical probes to monitor
structural components within a cell membrane, and will open a new pathway for cellular
imaging.
Excited State Dimer-Excimer Formation
Pyrene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) consisting of four fused
benzene rings, resulting in a flat aromatic system (left in Figure 1-5). It can form excited
state dimers (excimers, *Py+Py) upon close encounter of an excited state molecule (*Py)
with another ground state molecule (Py) 15, 77, 78 (right in Figure 1-5). When a pyrene
molecule is excited from the ground state (Py) to the excited state, the excited pyrene
(*Py) can relax to the ground state through internal conversion. During this process,
when such an excited pyrene (*Py) encounters with a second pyrene in ground
electronic state (Py), a complex (*Py+Py) with lower energy will form, which is named
excimer. The pyrene excimer emission has a broad, featureless emission centered at
480 to 500 nm, while the pyrene monomer emits in the 370 to 400 nm wavelength range
with two intensive peaks.
Similar to FRET, the formation of excimer is stringently distance-dependent, and
thus can be used as a unique signal transduction in the construction of molecular
probes. It can be adopted as the signaling moieties in the structure of MB to report the
conformational change of molecular probes upon target binding.78 The formation and
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dissociation of pyrene excimer switch from green light to blue light, which also finds a
wide application for signal transduction for other nucleic acid probes, such as aptamer
switches.7
Challenges of Using Molecular Probes for Intracellular Analysis
Many of the applications discussed above exhibit limitations and challenges to
intracellular applications of molecular probes. One of the major challenges is low
sensitivity. For example, MBs have been reported to be able to detect as low as 10
copies of mRNA sequences,79 but most MB applications so far are limited to detecting
highly expressed or stimulated genes. Another challenge lies in the restrictions in the
molecular probe design and engineering. It is very difficult to generate a universal and
conventional approach for molecular probe design to intercalate the signal transduction
moieties for target recognition reporting. For example, although aptamers with different
sequences can recognize different target, it is always a difficult task to design an
aptamer switch with a signal change to report the binding. Therefore, generating
solutions to these problems is crucial for the better performance and wider application of
molecular probes, especially for intracellular analysis.
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) for Live Cell Analysis
The development of sensitive instrumentation with low detection limits can
definitely facilitate the design of molecular probes for improved performance in live cell
analysis. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), which belongs to a class of
single molecule detection techniques, has recently been applied to intracellular
environments and has great potential for addressing these problems.80
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FCS is exquisitely sensitive, provides access to a multitude of measurement
parameters in real time, is noninvasive and offers rapid temporal and high spatial
resolution. Through analysis of minute spontaneous fluorescence fluctuations, the
autocorrelation function provides an ideal method for studying diffusion and dynamics of
proteins at nanomolar concentrations in living cells. Coupled with imaging, FCS can be
used on the subcellular level to morphologically dissect biological processes in different
compartments, such as dendritic spines,81 that have been previously intractable to
biochemical experiments. FCS measurements also allow the determination of both cellto-cell and position-to-position (within the same cell) variability. Many techniques
measure average values of a seemingly ‘homogeneous’ ensemble, in which the
heterogeneity of a process in a cell population or within the same cell is lost. This
information may be biologically important to understand the extent of variation in cellular
responses. Besides the sensitivity improvements, FCS also changes the mode of
observing molecular interactions from the change of fluorescence intensity to the
difference in molecular diffusion. This different approach can greatly simplify molecular
probe design for signaling molecular interactions. The detailed theories and
instrumentations of FCS are discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1-1. Schematic representation of the structure of Molecular Beacons (MB) and
spectral characteristics in the “closed” (no target - no-fluorescece) vs “open”
configuration (target + fluorescence) states.

Figure 1-2. Schematic of cell-based aptamer selection (cell-SELEX).9 Briefly, a ssDNA
pool is incubated with the target cells to conduct the positive selection. After
washing, the bound DNAs are eluted by heating in binding buffer. Then the
eluted DNAs are incubated with the control cells (negative cells) for a counterselection. After centrifugation, the unbounded ssDNAs in the supernatant are
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collected, and then amplified by PCR. The amplified DNAs are used for next
selection round. The selection process is monitored using fluorescent imaging by
confocal microscopy or fluorescent analysis by flow cytometry. After around 1520 rounds of selection, the final pool is cloned and sequenced. Aptamer
candidates are identified and tested.

Figure 1-3. (A) A typical Jablonski diagram. (B) The excitation and emission spectrum
for a widely used dye molecule, Fluorescein.
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Figure 1-4. Schematic representation of the FRET spectral overlap integral.

Figure 1-5. The Structure of pyrene (left) and the schematic for the formation of a
pyrene excimer (right).
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CHAPTER 2
THEORIES AND INSTRUMENTATIONS OF FLUORESCENCE CORRELATION
SPECTROSCOPY
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) is based on the statistical analysis
of fluorescence intensity fluctuations and is used to investigate the dynamic properties
of single molecules in solution.82, 83 It was first introduced in the 1970s as a method for
measuring molecular diffusion, reaction kinetics, and flow of fluorescent particles.84-87
This method has recently found widespread application in the study of processes such
as diffusion in the cellular environment.88 Because of the substantial increase in
sensitivity of FCS89, allowing single-molecule analysis,90, 91 The small volume elements
(<1 fL) in which the measurements are performed make it possible to evaluate
molecular processes in the cellular environment with rapid temporal and high spatial
resolution. FCS is also noninvasive, making it ideal for live cell measurements. Coupled
with imaging, FCS can be used on the subcellular level to dissect biological processes
in different compartments morphologically; e.g., dendritic spines, which have been
previously intractable to biochemical experiments. FCS measurements also allow the
determination of both cell-to-cell and position-to-position (within the same cell) variability.
Many techniques measure average values of a seemingly ‘homogeneous’ ensemble, in
which the heterogeneity of a process in a cell population or within the same cell is lost.
However, all this information, which can be biologically important to understand the
extent of variation in cellular responses, will be obtained by FCS. This research takes
advantage of the high detection sensitivity and non-invasive properties of FCS
technique, in particular the instrumentation developments and applications of FCS for
live cell mapping and intracellular measurements.
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History of FCS
The theory of FCS is based on molecular diffusion, and the origin of the
technique can be traced back to the discovery of the Brownian motion of molecules.
The first person to describe the mathematics behind Brownian motion was Thorvald N.
Thiele in 1880 in a paper92 on the method of least squares. Then it was followed
independently by Louis Bachelier in his PhD thesis "The theory of speculation" in
1900,93 in which he proposed a stochastic analysis of the stock and option markets.
However, it was Albert Einstein94 (1905) and Marian Smoluchowski95 (1906) who
independently brought the solution of the problem to the attention of physicists, and
presented it as a way to indirectly confirm the existence of atoms and molecules. Albert
Einstein explained that the movement of particles suspended in liquids, which is called
Brownian motion, is due to the random thermal motion of the solvent molecules. He also
predicted that the displacement of a particle should be, on average, proportional to the
square root of its diffusion time. This prediction was later been proved experimentally by
Jean Perrin in 1909, whose studies provided the most compelling evidence for
molecular diffusion.96 This was also the first time that scientists analyzed a fluctuating
signal to study molecular-scaled properties, the first example of “molecular fluctuation
analysis”.
Between the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, the invention of lasers led to the
development of an important technique, named dynamic light scattering (DLS), for
molecular-size characterization. This advance opened the door for molecular-scaled
analysis.
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The concept of Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) was first
introduced by Elson, Magde, and Webb97 as a fluorescence-based analogue of DLS at
the beginning of 1972. Compared to DLS, there are several key advantages using
fluorescence measurements for the analysis of molecular motion. First, fluorescence is
a very sensitive tool, and it allows the specific analytes under study to be specifically
labeled for differentiation from other molecules in solution. Second, fluorescence has a
larger detection range for molecular sizes compared to DLS, especially for small
molecules. Finally, fluorescence analysis allows characterization of chemically reacting
systems, which generally do not create a large enough index of refraction change for
study by DLS. However, spontaneous chemical reactions can create fluctuations in the
molecular diffusion properties and/or other fluorescence characteristics that can
analyzed via fluorescence detection with much lower LODs.
In 1992, Rigler et al.98 first discovered that by combining FCS with single
molecule confocal microscopy, it was possible to overcome many of the challenges
originally encountered with the earlier versions of FCS, such as high detection limits,
high scattering background and large excitation volumes. This idea was later confirmed
by the experiments done by Rigler et al.99 and Zare et al.100 in 1994. They demonstrated
that confocal microscopy could be used for directly detection of the fluorescence
emitted by individual molecules as they diffused through the microscopic focal volume
of the confocal microscope. This discovery was an important step forward for molecular
diffusion studies using FCS, as it allowed analysis of molecular diffusion based on the
fluorescent signal from a small number of molecules, or even a single molecule. This
advance helps scientist to observe molecular properties at the single molecular level.
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Therefore, during the last decade, there has been a dramatic rise of interest in the FCSrelated studies, and a number of books and review articles on FCS theories and
applications have been published.17, 101, 102
Theories of FCS
In this section, the principles of FCS for molecular diffusion studies will be
discussed. Specifically, the fluorescence autocorrelation function will be used to explain
the geometry of the focus volume and the physics of molecular diffusion within this
focus volume.
Molecular Diffusion Obtained by the Autocorrelation Function in FCS
As shown in Figure 1, the signal obtained from conventional fluorescence
spectrometry measurements can be generally described in terms of two parameters, the
constant mean intensity < I > and a fluctuating contribution δI (t). Although the mean
fluorescent intensity < I > is generally the information of interest, the fluorescence
fluctuations δI (t) actually carry the information that pertains to molecular diffusion study
by FCS. Specifically, FCS is an analytical method that can measure the dynamics of
molecular processes from the observations of spontaneous fluorescence fluctuations in
a solution at thermal equilibrium. By extracting from the fluorescence fluctuation signal,
it gives the information about dynamic molecular events, such as diffusion or
conformational changes. This method also finds useful applications in the study of
thermodynamic and kinetic features of molecular interactions.
FCS measurement is accomplished by focusing the laser beam onto the sample
to create a ƒL-size focus volume and then monitoring the fluorescence signal within the
volume. The geometry of the focus volume is illustrated in Figure 2-2.103 The dimension
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of the ellipsoid-shaped volume element is defined by the half-axis length (ωz) and halfaxis radius (ωxy).
The principle of use of fluorescence fluctuations to obtain molecular diffusion
information is illustrated in Figure 2-3. When a molecule (represented by a red square in
Figure 2-3A) enters the excitation volume element (represented by the blue region), it
emits photons which can be detected by the photon detector in FCS. And depending on
the random path of the molecule, it may remain a while, emitting more photons (maybe
even crossing the entire detection volume element), or, alternately, it may quickly exit
the volume element having emitted only a single photon to the detector. This
randomized behavior can be recorded and analyzed by FCS. Diffusion of fluorophores
into and out of the focus volume alters the local concentration of the fluorophores inside
the tiny focus volume, contributing to the spontaneous fluorescence intensity
fluctuations (Figure 2-2B). After obtaining the fluorescence fluctuations, FCS compares
the fluorescence intensity measured at time t, δ I (t ) , with that of a later time (t + τ ) ,

δ I (t + τ ) , over the mean fluorescence intensity < I > , yields the normalized intensity
autocorrelation function G (τ ) :
G (τ ) = 1 +

< δ I (t )δ I (t + τ ) >
< I >2

(2-1) 104

In order to use this equation for the evaluation of experimentally obtained
autocorrelation functions, Equation (2-1) has been derived to a single-component
solution. The resulting equation is considering only diffusion along the axial dimensions
of the laser beam. 91, 100, 105, 106
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in which,

G3 D (τ ) represents the three-dimensional diffusion of fluorescent molecules;
N represents the absolute number of fluorescent molecules that occupy the focus
volume;

τ

D

represents the mean diffusion time of the molecules;

ωz and ωxy are the half-axis length and width of the focus volume.
Figure 2-3D shows that G3D( τ ) decays with τ from a maximum at τ = 0 ms. The
maximum amplitude of G( τ ) is the reciprocal of the average number of molecules, N,
occupying the observation volume, which occurs when τ approaches 0.

G3 D (τ ) =

1
N

(when τ = 0ms)

(2-3)

Hence, a higher number of molecules in the observation volume (higher
concentration) results in lower correlation amplitude. With a fixed focus volume, N is
proportional to the molecular concentration. Therefore, there is a detection range of
molecular concentrations for molecular diffusion studies by FCS. High concentrations of
molecules (i.e. > 500nM) will alleviate the contribution of each molecule’s diffusion in
and out of the focus volume to the final fluorescent fluctuation output, thus, resulting in a
low antocorrelation. On the other hand, a suitable range of molecular concentration (pM
to ~100 nM) allows a significant contribution of individual molecular diffusions in the
focus volume to the overall fluorescence fluctuation signal. Hence, pM to 100 nM
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represents a suitable range of molecular concentrations for molecular diffusion studies
in FCS.
The mean diffusion time τ D describes the average time it takes for a molecule to
diffuse through the observation volume. It represents a characteristic fingerprint for
specific molecules in specific diffusion states, because molecules with different
molecular weights take different times to diffuse through the same observation volume,
and the same molecule also diffuses differently in different states (e.g., free in solution
vs. bound to membrane surface).
Specifically, the average time it takes for a molecule to diffuse through the
observation volume, τ D , depends on the width of the focus volume, ωxy. The
relationship of τ D to the half-axis radius of the focus volume, ωxy, is given by:

τD =

ω xy 2

(2-4) 104

4D

where D is molecular diffusion coefficient. Hence, measuring the decay rate of G (τ ) vs.

τ gives the diffusion coefficient of the analyte and its molecular size. Larger molecules
have smaller diffusion coefficients and therefore larger mean diffusion times.
In the case where molecular diffusion takes place only on a two-dimensional

1

surface (i.e., ωZ >> ωxy ),

1+

G2 D (τ ) =

→1. Therefore, G (τ ) in (2-2) becomes:

τ
⎛ω
⎜⎜ Z
⎝ ω xy

2

⎞
⎟⎟ ⋅τ D
⎠

1
1
⋅
N 1+ τ

(2-5)104

τD
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Therefore, Equations (2-2) and (2-5) represent the time-dependent correlation
function for 3D- and 2D-diffusion, respectively.
Geometry of Focus Volume Obtained by Free Dye Calibration
In order to obtain the molecule diffusion information ( τ D and N) for unknown
molecules (or molecules with unknown diffusion coefficient D) using Equation (2-2), the
geometry of the focus volume needs to be determined. The dimension of the
observation volume element is defined by the half-axis in length (ωz) and radius (ωxy),
as shown in the magnified diagram in Figure 2-2. These dimensions can be obtained by
a calibration study using a dye molecule with known diffusion coefficient D.
For a dye molecule with known diffusion coefficient D and known concentration C,
the half-axis width of the focus volume can be obtained:

τD =

ωxy 2
4D

⇒ ωxy = 4 D ⋅τ D

(2-6)

Due to the relationship between the effective volume of the focus volume (Veff)
and the molecular concentration C:

Veff =

N
NA ⋅C

(2-7)

Therefore, the half-axis length of the focus volume, ωz, can be obtained:

Veff = π 3/2 ⋅ ωxy 2 ⋅ ωZ ⇒ ωZ =

Veff

π

3/2

(2-8)

⋅ ωxy 2

A femtoliter-sized ellipsoid shaped confocal volume with half axis radius ωxy and
half axis length ωz in the µm range is generally obtained for the geometry of the focus
volume in FCS. This femtoliter-sized, optically defined observation volume is the
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engineering feature that makes FCS a highly sensitive biophysical tool for studying
molecular interactions, especially in live cells.
Single-Component Diffusion and Multi-Component Diffusion
Single-component diffusion generally describes molecular diffusion of one
specific type of molecule in its specific state or conformation inside the laser focus
volume. The approach to obtain the molecular diffusion information is similar to that
described above. The dimensions of the focus volume are first obtained from a free dye
calibration. Then with the fixed ωxy and ωz in Equation (2-2), the diffusion time τ D of the
molecule in the single-component system can be obtained.
Besides single-component diffusion, the large diffusion time range accessible by
FCS makes it possible to analyze the superposition of various diffusion (and/or blinking)
processes that take place on different time scales in a single FCS measurement. Their
respective time scales can be revealed by fitting the autocorrelation curve to a multicomponent diffusion model. For instance, the model for multi-components XA, XB, XC, …,
with diffusion times τ A , τ B , τ C , …, reads
⎡⎛
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(2-9)
where rA, rB, rC, …, represent the fractions of components XA, XB, XC, …, respectively,
and are obtained from G(τ) curve fitting. ωxy and ωz represent the geometry of the focus
volume shared by components XA, XB, XC, ….
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Specifically, for a two-component diffusion system, Equation 2-9 is simplified to:
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(2-10)

FCS Instrumentation Set-Up
As explained in the theoretical discussion, the FCS measurement requires a
small laser focus volume to ensure detection of a very small number of molecules to
obtain a correlation function with high amplitude. The method also requires high photon
detection efficiency and discrimination from background fluorescence.
The schematic diagram of the FCS experimental setup is shown in Figure 2-4.
Light from a laser passes through the optical lenses (i.e., beam expanders) and is
reflected by a dichroic mirror into the back of an objective. The objective helps to focus
the laser beam onto the sample to form a small volume element. After excitation of the
fluorescent molecules inside the sample, the emitted fluorescent light is collected by the
same objective and transmitted through the dichroic mirror. Due to the difference in the
excitation and emission wavelengths, the dichroic mirror separates the emission light
from the excitation source. Then, the emission light passes through some emission
filters, and a pinhole to reach a photon detector. The dimensions of the laser beam
focus and the pinhole together define the confocal volume element. The detector signal
is fed into a digital signal correlator, which calculates the autocorrelation function of the
detected intensity fluctuations.
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Specifically, the FCS measurements in this research were performed on a
custom apparatus, which has been developed from an Olympus IX70 confocal
microscope. The excitation light of a 488 nm line of an Ar+ laser is focused onto the
sample through an Olympus 60x water-immersion objective (numerical aperture 1.2).
The fluorescence is collected by the same objective, separated from the excitation light
by a dichroic mirror, then sent onto an avalanche photodiode (APD) (SPCM-AQR-14,
Perkin Elmer) by the means of an optical fiber with 50 μm-inner diameter after passing
through a 515–555 nm bandpass filter. The sample is illuminated with an excitation
power of 2 mW at the back aperture of the objective. The measurements are performed
in a volume element of 0.44 fL with halfaxes ωxy = 0.22 μm and ωz = 1.56 μm.
Autocorrelation is processed by a hardware correlator (ALV 5000/EPP, ALV-GmBH,
Langen, Germany).
FCS for Molecular Diffusion Studies in Solution
FCS is a highly sensitive tool for molecular diffusion studies in solution. There are
two direct read-outs from the autocorrelation curves, the absolute number of fluorescent
molecules in the focus volume, N, and the mean diffusion time τD.
Quantitative Studies of Molecular Numbers in the Focus Volume
Figure 2-5A shows the autocorrelation function measured for dye Rhodamine
123 at different concentrations (0.01nM-10nM). The increase in the number of
molecules N is proportional to the increase in concentration, and the autocorrelation
decreases as N increases, as given by Equation 2-3.
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Molecular Diffusion Time
Figure 2-5B shows the molecular weight dependence of the autocorrelation
function of 5 μM fluorescein-dextran complexes. Increased molecular weight makes the
molecules diffuse more slowly, and is reflected in a shift of the characteristic decay
times of the autocorrelation functions to longer delay times.
From these two direct read-outs of the autocorrelation curve, other molecular
parameters, such as the molecular concentration C (mol/L), binding constant Kd (mol-1)
and kinetic rate constants kon (mol-1s-1) and koff (s-1), can also be obtained.
FCS for Live Cell Analysis
FCS has proven to be a highly sensitive tool for studying molecular diffusion in
solution. Moreover, thanks to its small focus volume, low LOD’s, and noninvasive
detection properties, it has also found wide application in live cell analysis, including the
study of processes such as diffusion in the cellular environment.88,89,90, 91 FCS has also
been applied to measure ligand binding to cell surface receptors of both tyrosine
kinases and G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) super families,107 and also to observe
some molecular events in cells.103
There are several advantages of using FCS for live cell analysis: (1) FCS
measures biological molecules in the natural cell physiological environment. (2)
Because there is no need for radioactive labeling, molecules can be rapidly and directed
detected inside live cells. (3) Beyond its capability to obtain molecule diffusion
information, FCS also provides detailed kinetics information about moleuclar
interactions (4) Single-cell information and cell profiles can be obtained. This capability
is not possible with other strategies, such as flow cytometry. (5) The femtoliter-sized
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observation volume created by FCS permits the detection down to a single fluorescent
molecule, making this technique a highly sensitive biophysical tool for live cells,
especially for studying weak molecular interactions.
In sum, the FCS approach can effectively improve detection sensitivity and may
have wide application for molecular recognition and interaction studies. The next
chapter describes the application of FCS for cell membrane receptor density mapping
on live cell surfaces.
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Figure 2-1 Fluorescent signal obtained from conventional fluorescence spectrometry.

Figure 2-2103 Left: Gaussian laser excitation profile. Right: Focus volume of observation.
The dimension of the observation volume element is defined by the half-axis
length (ωz) and width (ωxy= ωx= ωy).
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(ms)

Figure 2-3 The working principle to obtain molecular diffusion in FCS study.
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Dichroic mirror

Pinhole

Figure 2-4 FCS experimental set-up.101

Figure 2-5 FCS for molecular diffusion studies in solution. (A) Autocorrelation curves
with different concentrations of dye Rhodamine 123. (B) Autocorrelation curves
for fluorescein-dextran complexes of different molecular weights.
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CHAPTER 3
MAPPING RECEPTOR DENSITY ON LIVE CELLS USING FLUORESCENCE
CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY
Introduction
Biological membranes are the sites where different elements of the cellular
machinery are brought together; therefore, they are central to the very phenomenon of
life108. Significantly different from bulk water, but integrated with it, biological
membranes create an environment in which many complex enzymatic reactions and
bioelectrical and biochemical signaling processes occur. Examples include the
conversion of metabolic energies into osmotic, electrical, and mechanical work,
transportation of materials between cellular compartments, and the processing of
information. In a broad sense, many cellular activities involve membrane-based ligandreceptor interactions109, which are mediated by membrane-associated proteins that are
incorporated into the structures of the lipid bilayers. Consequently, biological
membranes are the primary target receptors for many drugs representing different
therapeutic categories. Therefore, while knowledge of molecular mechanisms
underlying ligand-receptor interaction has theoretical significance, there are also
practical implications for the discovery, design, and screening of novel therapeutic
agents. The binding of extracellular ligands to receptors also allows living cells to
constantly monitor and respond to changes in their environment. Therefore, the control
of receptor distribution and trafficking in a spatially and temporally ordered manner is
required to modulate cell behaviors, which range from cell division to differentiation.
Furthermore, the ability to obtain quantitative information about ligand-receptor
interactions and receptor distribution over the cell surface will be of broad significance in
our understanding of cell membrane receptor characteristics and expression level,
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spatial distribution, as well as clustering and molecular changes, on the molecular level
in living biological specimens. These data would also, in turn, provide an important
database for drug discovery.
However, so far, only a limited number of approaches have been established for
estimating membrane receptor densities. Liquid scintillation counting, a standard
laboratory method in life science, measures radiation from beta-emitting nuclides, and
thus requires the use of radioactively labeled ligand110, 111. Fluorescence subtraction,
the most conventional fluorescence approach for density estimation, involves several
washing steps to remove unbound ligands, and the receptor density is determined by
fluorescence measurement of supernatant containing free ligands. Concentration of free
ligands is estimated by interpolation from a standard linear calibration curve 112.
However, the half-life of the receptor-ligand complex is often shorter than, or equal to,
the time required for the separation of free and bound ligands. Specific interactions
between certain ligands (e.g., peptides, hormones, natural products) and their different
receptor subtypes are, therefore, often overlooked by the conventional fluorescence
subtraction method. In addition, the analysis may also be compromised by high
background levels of other membrane proteins that are expressed endogenously on the
membrane. Especially, in certain cases, the receptor numbers per cell are few;
therefore, no specific binding is detected because of high background. Alternatively, the
receptor of interest could be separated and then purified from over-expressing cells or
tissue. This biochemical purification, however, typically requires exchange of the
physiological lipid/lipid-protein environment by a detergent micelle, which may modify
the binding properties of the receptor. In an ideal receptor preparation format, a high
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enrichment of the receptor of interest would be combined with the receptor as it is found,
i.e., naturally integrated within its own lipid/lipid-protein environment.
To address the above problems, we report here an effective approach for direct
measurement of membrane receptor density in its natural physiological environment on
the cell surface using a highly sensitive technique, Fluorescence Correlation
Spectroscopy (FCS). FCS is an ideal biophysical and bioanalytical tool for studying
concentrations, propagation, interactions and internal dynamics of molecules at
nanomolar concentrations in living cells 17, 102, 113, 114. It is capable of analyzing even
minute fluorescence-intensity fluctuations about the equilibrium of a small ensemble of
molecules. These specific fluctuations in frequency act like the “fingerprint” of a
molecular species detected when entering and leaving the instrument’s femtoliter-sized,
optically defined observation volume, which is created by a focused laser beam. This
small laser volume element (<1ƒL), about 250 nm in diameter, allows the detection of
single molecules16 as well as the measurement of molecular properties at specific
coordinates on the cell membrane or inside cells115. However, while this highly sensitive
technique has been developed and adapted to cellular measurements ever since its
breakthrough in the early 1990s, there has so far been no single report on the
application of receptor density studies on live cell membranes. With its single-molecule
detection sensitivity, FCS allows the detection of receptor binding sites at the molecular
level in a cell membrane’s native environment on the cell surface115-117. Thus, it permits
the identification of target receptors as well as detailed ligand-receptor interaction
kinetics. By measuring ligand-receptor interactions on individual cells, FCS can obtain
binding affinity and receptor density information from just a small number of cells (less
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than 50), which was not possible before by conventional binding techniques, such as
flow cytometry. This also makes our approach critical in certain situations where it is not
feasible to obtain millions of cells. Also, the practicality of the FCS technique arises from
the elimination of washing steps otherwise needed to separate unbound from bound
ligands16. Change in diffusion times for ligands upon binding to membrane receptors
enables FCS to differentiate between the receptor’s bound and free ligand fractions.
In order to mark the membrane receptors of interest for density study on FCS,
fluorophore-labeled nucleic acid aptamers were chosen for receptor recognition. As
probes for molecular recognition, the efficacy of DNA aptamers has been successfully
demonstrated in many unique applications9, 118-122. Aptamers are single-strand
oligonucleotides derived from a selection process called SELEX (Systematic Evolution
of Ligands by Exponential enrichment). In our study, the aptamers were selected from
whole intact biological live cells through a process called cell-SELEX9, 121, 122 , and these
aptamers are capable of binding to their target molecules on the cell membrane surface
with high affinity and specificity123. Compared with molecular probes currently available
for receptor recognition, such as monoclonal antibodies, aptamers offer significant
advantages over existing antibody-based recognition procedures in that they offer
higher binding affinity (higher retention/reduced dissociation) and specificity to the target
(ability to determine variations on the protein target down to single amino acid changes),
higher selectivity against mutated protein epitopes, and potentially reduced
immunogenicity and increased tumor penetration associated with their size. They also
possess lower molecular weight and can be chemically synthesized and easily modified
9, 118-120

. These features make aptamers promising probes for recognizing target-specific
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receptors and identifying binding sites on the cell membrane surface, which could also
be recognized as potential biomarkers124. Nowadays, more and more aptamers have
been generated as specific probes for molecular signatures on the cell surface.
However, there are only limited ways to fully study and use them for biological studies.
Here, we combine aptamer recognition with the highly sensitive FCS tool to perform a
ligand-receptor interaction study on the cell membrane. This technique yields the
information required to estimate receptor density and distribution, thus extending the
potential applications of aptamers generated from cell-SELEX, as well as FCS as an
effective biophysical tool for cell membrane surface study
Using an in vitro cell-SELEX procedure9, 121, 122, we selected an aptamer, sgc8,
towards T-cell ALL CCRF-CEM cell line. We also successfully elucidated its target
protein, human protein tyrosine kinase-7 (PTK7) by using this newly selected
aptamer125. PTK7 has been discovered to be highly expressed on the cell membrane in
a series of leukemia cell lines124. It is recognized as a potential cancer biomarker,
having a role characteristic of tumors, i.e., signal amplifier or modulator126. In order to
demonstrate FCS as an effective approach for mapping receptor densities on live cells,
we chose two different cell types with different expression levels of PTK7 on the cell
membrane as proof of principle. This is the first study using FCS to estimate the density
of membrane receptor PTK7 on different cell types through aptamer/receptor
interactions.
Experimental Section
Cell Lines
CCRF-CEM (human leukaemia cells), HeLa (cervix adenocarcinoma) K-562 cells
(CCL-243, human chronic myelogenous leukemia) and RBL-2H3 (Rat Basophilic
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Leukaemia cells) cell lines were obtained from American Type Culture Collection.
CCRF-CEM and HeLa cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (American Type
Culture Collection), with 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 0.5
mg/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) at
37oC under a 5% CO2 atmosphere. RBL-2H3 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium (American Type Culture Collection), with 15% fetal bovine
serum (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) at 37oC under a 5% CO2 atmosphere. All the cells
were grown in 8-well Nunc chambers (Nalge Nunc Inc., IL, USA) to a density of ~ 1000
cells/well. The cells were washed before and after aptamer incubation with Dulbecco’s
phosphate buffer (Sigma) with 5 mM MgCl2.
Aptamer Synthesis
Aptamer sgc8 (5’-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG
TTA GA-3’), aptamer KK1H08 (5’-ATC CAG AGT GAC GCA GCA GAT CAG TCT ATC
TTC TCCTGA TGG GTT CCT AGT TAT AGG TGA AGC TGG ACA CGG TGG CTT
AGT-3’) were synthesized on ABI3400 DNA/RNA synthesizer (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA). The aptamer was labeled with 5’-FITC modifier. A DNA library
containing a randomized sequence of 41 nucleotides was used as a control. The
completed sequences were then deprotected in AMA (ammonium hydroxide/40%
aqueous methylamine 1:1) at 65°C for 20 minutes and further purified with reverse
phase HPLC (ProStar, Varian, Walnut Creek, CA) on a C-18 column. A Cary Bio-300
UV spectrometer (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA) was used to measure absorbance to
quantify the manufactured sequence.
Antibody
FITC-labeled IgE antibody was purchased from Miltenyi Biotec Company.
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Trypsin Treatment of Cells
Cells were first washed with washing buffer (500mL) to remove the FBS (Fetal
Bovine Serum) in the medium or the binding buffer, which might quench the function of
trypsin, then incubated with 10× diluted trypsin (500mL, 0.005%)/EDTA (0.53 mm) in
HBSS at 37°C. Fluorescence intensity and autocorrelation of bound aptamers on a
single cell membrane were monitored for 90 minutes using FCS.
FCS Instrumental Set-Up
As shown in Figure 3-1, a light beam of 20 mW coming from an Ar+ laser is routed
through two mirrors and expanded by a beam expander, which is made up of a planconcave lens and a plan-convex lens. The intensity of the excitation light is attenuated
by a neutral density filter. The expanded beam is reflected by two other mirrors and
enters the back port of an inverted microscope, where the laser beam is reflected by a
dichroic mirror and then focused into the sample through a microscope objective lens.
The fluorescence from the sample is collected by the same microscope objective lens.
The filtered fluorescence is focused by the tube lens of the microscope and exits
through the side port with a focus close to the body of the microscope. The signal is
then filtered with a bandpass emission filter and focused onto a multimode fiber, which
works as a pinhole. The fiber is coupled to a single photon counting module (SPCM)
which detects the fluorescent signal. The detector sends the signal to the input channel
of the hardware correlator. We detected the laser beam intensity at the objective outlet
to be 1.2 mW, sufficient excitation power for single-photon experiments17, 113 .
Results and Discussion
FCS Measurement and Analysis
As we discussed in Chapter 2, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
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measurement is accomplished by focusing an excitation laser beam onto the sample
and then monitoring the fluorescence fluctuations derived from the focal region of the
laser beam (Figure 3-1). Diffusion of fluorophores into and out of the focal volume alters
the local concentration of the fluorophores, thus giving rise to spontaneous fluorescence
intensity fluctuations. Correlating the fluorescence intensity fluctuations at time t, δI(t),
with that of a later time (t+τ), δI(t+τ), over the mean fluorescence intensity <I>, yields the
normalized intensity autocorrelation function G (τ):

G (τ ) = 1 +

< δ I (t )δ I (t + τ ) >
< I >2

(2-1) 104

Then, we are able to monitor the real-time aptamer/receptor interactions on the
cell membrane by tracking the diffusion of the fluorescent-labeled aptamers into and out
of the focal volume. More specifically, a derivative of G (τ), which assumes a single
component solution and only considers diffusion along the 3D axial dimensions (ωxy and
ωz) of the laser beam, yields equation (2-2):
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The amplitude of G (τ) depends on the absolute number of molecules, N,
occupying the observation volume. A higher number of molecules in the observation
volume (higher concentration) results in a lower correlation amplitude. Mean diffusion
time τ D describes the average time it takes for a molecule to diffuse through the
observation volume. It works as a characteristic fingerprint for specific molecules in
specific diffusion states, as molecules with different molecular weights take different
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times to diffuse through the same observation volume, and the same molecule also
diffuses differently in different states, e.g., free in solution vs. bound to membrane
surface. The dimension of the observation volume element is defined by the half-axis in
length (ωz) and width (ωxy), as shown in the magnified diagram in Figure 3-1. A 0.4-ƒL
ellipsoid shaped confocal volume with half axes ωxy=0.22 µm and ωz=1.56 µm was
obtained from free dye calibration of Rhodamine 123, a photostable dye with known
diffusion coefficient (D=3×10-10m2/s). This femtoliter-sized, optically defined observation
volume is the engineering feature that makes FCS a highly sensitive biophysical tool for
studying molecular interactions on cell membranes.
Binding of Aptamer to Membrane Receptor
For the aptamer/receptor binding study, light coming from a laser beam is focused
on the cell membrane. If we consider that the thickness of the lipid bilayer (~ 4 nm) is 3
orders of magnitude smaller than the typical axial length (ωz=1.56 µm) of the FCS
confocal volume in its geometry, for the fluorophore-labeled aptamer binding to a cell
membrane, the diffusion at the membrane takes place only at a 2D surface which will be
that surface section which is equal to the confocal volume. Then, the diffusion of bound
aptamers on the membrane can be treated as two-dimensional diffusions and G2D (τ)
becomes:

G2 D (τ ) =

1
1
⋅
N 1+ τ

(2-5) 104

τD

Equations (2-2) and (2-5) represent the time-dependent correlation function for 3D and 2-D diffusion of aptamers, respectively. When the volume element with half axes
ωxy and ωz is projected onto the cell surface, not only bound aptamer diffusing at the
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cell surface, but also free aptamer diffusing above the cell surface, will be seen. When a
portion of the aptamers in the confocal volume binds to the membrane receptors, the
bound aptamers are restricted to the cell surface and diffuse slower. Thus, the diffusion
time of the bound aptamers increases compared to the free ones. Diffusions of free
aptamers above the cell surface are described by the 3-D diffusion function, while
diffusions of bound aptamers on the cell membrane are represented by the 2-D diffusion
function. Thus, if the aptamer/receptor complex is stable on the time scale during its
transit through the detection region, then the overall autocorrelation function describing
the activities that occur in the confocal volume will represent a linear combination of the
autocorrelation functions of free and bound aptamers:
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where N is the total absolute number of fluorescent molecules inside the focus,
τDfree is the diffusion time for the unbound labeled aptamer, and τDbound is the diffusion
time for the bound labeled aptamer. (1-r) is the fraction of the unbound aptamer
diffusing with τDfree, and r is the fraction of the bound aptamer diffusing with τDbound.
Autocorrelation functions of FITC-labeled aptamers in solution and bound to the
cell membranes are respectively shown in Figure 3-2. Here we see that the binding of
aptamers to receptor results in an increase of the diffusion time, where τD = 0.827ms
(△), when compared to the free ones, where τD= 0.235ms (■), thus enabling FCS to
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differentiate bound aptamers from free ones. The corresponding fluorescence intensity
fluctuations are shown on the bottom in Figure 3-2. Stable fluorescence fluctuations
show that no photobleaching effects had occurred during the entire detection time in the
detection volume. Control experiments with a randomized sequence of 41 nucleotides
(Library, Figure 3-2B), which have been shown as the negative binding control to
receptor PTK7 in cell-SELEX9, show similar diffusion times for aptamers free in solution
and on cell membranes. It indicates only specific interactions between aptamers and
membrane receptors will give the response of increased diffusion time on cell surface.
Specificity of Binding by the Aptamers
The specificity of aptamer/receptor interactions, as demonstrated by the specific
labeling of target receptors by aptamers, provides the basis for studying receptor
density using FCS. Results shown in Figure 3-3 demonstrate the specific binding of
aptamer sgc8 in different concentrations to its membrane-bound receptors in different
cell types. The formation of complexes between the receptor and aptamer is identified
by the change in the autocorrelation function in the positive target cells, which is not
shown in the negative control cells that lack PTK7 expressions on the cell membrane9,
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Binding Affinity
Studying the density and distribution of membrane receptors at the molecular level
in living biological specimens has been challenging. The above experiments have
shown the efficacy of FCS in terms of ligand binding specificity to membrane receptors.
However, since FCS is also capable of measuring detailed molecular interaction
between ligands and receptors, this property was applied to study the binding affinities
of aptamer-receptor interactions in their native physiological environment on the cell
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membranes. The resulting data, in turn, provide us with the aptamer concentration
required for saturating all the receptor binding sites in the density study. For this
purpose, we carried out binding experiments on individual cells with different
concentrations of aptamers. While keeping the same amount of HeLa cells in different
wells in the culture dish, we varied the concentration of FITC-labeled sgc8 aptamers
from 0.1 nM to 3.0 nM. We focused on the cell membrane with the 0.4ƒL ellipsoid
shaped confocal volume from a 1.2mW laser beam, the geometry of which had been
determined from the free dye calibration with half axes ωxy=0.22 µm and ωz=1.56 µm
(Figure 3-2). As a result of the difference in diffusion time of bound versus free
aptamers, we were able to assess the percentage of the bound aptamers (r) by fitting
the autocorrelation by equation (3-1). The fitting of the autocorrelation curve also
yielded the absolute number of total aptamers (N) inside the confocal volume, which
was interpreted as the reciprocal of the autocorrelation amplitude (in equation 4, when τ
approaches 0, G(0)=1/N). As the total aptamer concentration increases, more and more
aptamers bind to the membrane receptors, so the number of bound aptamers inside the
confocal volume (total aptamer number×bound fraction = N×r) that was obtained
correspondingly increases before it reaches saturation. We plotted each bound aptamer
number (N×r) versus the corresponding total aptamer concentrations used. As can be
seen in Figure 3-4 and Table 3-1, increasing concentrations of FITC-sgc8 clearly leads
to an increased bound aptamer number (table on the right). The femtoliter-sized (0.4ƒL)
observation volume created by FCS also allowed the detection of fluorescent aptamers
down to about two, while a low concentration (0.1nM) of aptamers was used to incubate
with cells, which substantially validates FCS as a highly sensitive biophysical tool for
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studying molecular interactions on live cells. In the aptamer sgc8 binding curve on
human cervical cancer HeLa cells, a picomolar range dissociation constant (790±150
pM) was determined via non-linear regression. This Kd result is in good agreement with
the flow cytometry result, where a Kd value of 810 pM was obtained9, which further
confirms the validity of using FCS to detect and quantify aptamer/receptor interactions.
The binding curve also indicates that a 3.0 nM aptamer concentration of FITC-sgc8 is
sufficient for saturating receptor PTK7 binding sites on HeLa cells using FCS. However,
only a small amount of cells (less than 60 in total) was needed here to obtain the
binding curve for aptamer-receptor interactions using FCS, while millions of cells are
required for flow cytometry to obtain a similar binding curve. This makes FCS an
invaluable technique for obtaining binding information under conditions where only a
limited amount of cells can be obtained.
Density Study
Receptor density was obtained from each individual cell surface through
aptamer/receptor binding. Experiments were performed at 4°C to inhibit the receptormediated endocytosis of aptamers [17] and thereby ensure the efficient saturation of
receptor binding with aptamers on the membrane. When the volume element is
projected onto a single cell surface, in the presence of excess FITC-labeled aptamers,
both the bound FITC-labeled aptamer diffusing at the cell surface and the unbound
FITC-labeled aptamer diffusing above the cell surface are observed. Thus, the
parameter N, which could be obtained from the fitting of autocorrelation function, as we
discussed earlier, characterizes the total absolute number of aptamers inside the
confocal volume, which is the sum of bound aptamers on the membrane and free
aptamers above the cell surface. While r gives the bound fraction of aptamers, (N×r)
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stands for the total number of bound aptamers. Assume that the waist of the confocal
volume ellipsoid is situated on the cell membrane such that the highest fluorescence
intensity is given. In this case, the surface area on the membrane covered by the focus,
where all the bound aptamers are located, will be a circular area with a radius equal to
ωxy (shown in the magnified diagram of Figure 3-1). Therefore, the receptor density
estimated in the confocal volume can be expressed as the total number of bound
aptamers divided by the area covered:

Density =

N ⋅r
π (ω xy ) 2

(3-2)

Fifty HeLa cells were investigated using aptamer sgc8 to carry out the
experimental measurements and determine the PTK7 receptor density on the cell
surface per unit area by applying the above formula. The 0.4ƒL ellipsoid shaped
confocal volume from a 1.2mW laser beam with half axes ωxy=0.22 µm and ωz=1.56 µm
was projected onto each cell membrane. The circular area covered by the focus volume
could be estimated to be π×(ωxy)2 = π×(0.22µm)2 = 0.15µm2. Within this tiny covered
area, the number of specific receptors that occupied the area could be interpreted by
the amount of specifically tagged aptamers at the saturation condition. As determined
from the earlier binding affinity study, a 3.0nM aptamer concentration of FITC-sgc8 was
used to saturate all the PTK7 binding sites on HeLa cells. Autocorrelation curves were
obtained from the membranes of fifty individual cells. An average of N×r=84 bound
aptamer sgc8 was obtained with a variation of ±14, which indicated that there were an
average of 84 bound aptamers that occupied the 0.15µm2 covered area in the confocal
volume. By applying these parameters into formula (3-2), receptor density is obtained. A
Gauss-shaped distribution of the receptor density is shown in Figure 3-5. A mean
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density of around 550 receptors/µm2 is obtained with a variation of about 90
receptors/µm2. A key advantage of the FCS density approach is suggested by this result.
That is, the method gives not only the mean density, but, because of the ease of using a
single-cell approach to measure multiple cells, it also gives the statistical distribution
among different cells.
In order to compare the expression levels of the same receptors on the membrane
of different cell types, aptamer sgc8 is applied to label the receptor PTK7 on both
human cervical cancer HeLa cells and CCRF-CEM leukemia cells. A higher receptor
density of about 1300±190 receptor/µm2 is found on CEM cells than on HeLa cells
(550±90 receptor/µm2), which indicates the higher receptor PTK7 expression level on
the CEM cell surface. Alternatively, a higher receptor density per unit area also
indicates that the distance between two adjacent receptors is smaller for CEM cells
(~28nm) than for HeLa cells (~43nm). However, in contrast to HeLa cells, a broader
distribution of density was obtained for CEM, as shown in Figure 3-6. By these results,
this expression level study demonstrates that the use of FCS provides a potential tool
for drug delivery studies because it offers a means of interpreting the loading ability for
drugs onto the cell surface through binding to membrane proteins. Specifically and
simply, the loading factor impacts the quantity of a given drug that can be internalized
by receptor-mediated endocytosis. Obviously, then, different receptor expression levels
on different cell types will yield distinct loading efficiency for the same drug into cells.
In order to demonstrate the robustness of using FCS to measure receptor density,
especially in the case of presence of a high background from free labeled ligands, we
also chose a weaker binding ligand, aptamer KK1H08, to prove the capability of FCS to
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monitor bound ligands from high concentrations of free ligands in order to determine
receptor densities on cell membrane. KK1HO8 was selected for K-562 cells and
showed low binding affinity with Kd=296±41nM112. It requires a high concentration of
total aptamers (0.5μM) to saturate all the aptamer binding sites. Our FCS studies prove
that it can differentiate bound aptamers from high background of free ones. A
Kd=271±29 nM was obtained and used to determine the receptor density on the cell
membrane. (Figure 3-7). Further experiments using excess labeled aptamer sgc8
(250nM) incubated with HeLa cells tested by FCS also proves the capability of FCS to
differentiate bound aptamers from the high background of free aptamers (bound
fraction=16±1%). In addition, the receptor density determined under this condition
(459±29 receptor/µm2) is comparable to the one determined previously under low
aptamer concentrations (550±90 receptor/µm2), which further demonstrates the
robustness of this receptor density determination using FCS.
Competition Studies and Trypsin Experiments
In order to make certain that the method developed here is effective, control
experiments were conducted to further confirm the calculated results. To verify that the
receptor density is obtained through the specific labeling of receptors using fluorophorelabeled aptamers, a competitive displacement with non-labeled aptamer was examined
(Figure 3-8A, B). In this experiment, cells were first incubated with 3.0nM of labeled
aptamers, and after 40 min, a 1000-fold molar excess of non-labeled aptamer was
added to compete against the labeled aptamer in binding to the target receptor. Since
the number of receptors on the surface is limited, the majority should be bound by the
non-labeled aptamer given the huge excess of the non-labeled population. If the labeled
aptamers are displaced by unlabeled aptamers, which signifies competition between
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them, it would indicate that the aptamers are interacting with their target receptor
specifically. From Figure 3-8, it can be observed that the addition of non-labeled
aptamers did result in reductions of both fluorescence count rate (fluorescence intensity)
on cell membrane (Figure 3-8A) and membrane-bound aptamer density (Figure 3-8B).
After about 90 minutes, the aptamer binding was almost entirely displaced. This proves
that the labeled aptamers recognized the target receptor specifically and did bind to
them on the cell membrane. Control experiments (blue circles) with a randomized
sequence of 41 nucleotides, which have been shown as the negative binding control to
receptor PTK7 in cell-SELEX9, were conducted under the same conditions. No
significant decrease of density and count rates were observed within the first 60 minutes
compared with competition studies using non-labled sgc8. The small decrease after 60
minutes is believed coming from koff from the labeled sgc8 itself with time increased, but
not from specific binding competition. Further experiments with proteinase trypsin
treatment (Figure 3-8C) also indicated that, by removing the target protein receptors
from the cell surface with proteinase and reducing their density artificially, the binding of
aptamers on the membrane was decreased. This, in turn, resulted in the decrease of
membrane-bound aptamer density obtained from FCS detection. Since the aptamer
must have been binding to its target, and not simply undergoing a nonspecific
interaction with the cell membrane surface, this evidence serves to further validate the
results obtained from the above density study. Overall, these results support the use of
FCS as a comprehensive tool for detailed receptor/ligand interaction studies, such as
the determination of binding affinity (Kd), dissociation rate (koff) and other kinetic
parameters, which other density study approaches cannot accomplish.
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Control Cell Line for Method Evaluation
To further confirm the reliability of the approach for density estimation, a well
studied system of IgE receptors on the surface of RBL-2H3 cell line128 was also
conducted using FCS. A dissociation constant of 0.81±0.21 nM was obtained, and a 2.5
nM IgE concentration was indicated to be sufficient for saturating IgE receptor binding
sites on the FCS (Figure 3-9). Thirty RBL-2H3 cells were investigated to determine the
IgE receptor density on the cell surface per unit area by applying equation (3-2). Similar
to our aptamer sgc8 binding studies, a Gauss-shaped distribution of receptor density
was obtained (Figure 3-10). A mean density of around 1200 receptor/µm2 was obtained
with a variation of about 60 receptor/µm2. We determined the surface area of the RBL2H3 cells from confocal images of 80 individual cells (240 ± 20 µm2/cell), and the IgE
receptor density could be estimated to be (2.88×105 ± 1200) receptor/cell.
As shown in Table 3-2, the Kd value of IgE/receptor complexes obtained in FCS
gave results comparable to the Fluorescence Quenching method, as reported in the
literature 128, and a density with the same order of magnitude was also obtained for the
IgE receptor, which greatly supports the validity of the FCS approach for density
estimation.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have reported the use of a highly sensitive technique,
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, for mapping receptor densities on live cell
membranes by introducing the fluorescently marked aptamer molecules, which target
specific membrane receptors with high affinity and selectivity. Full saturation of aptamer
binding to the cell surface is obtained at picomolar concentrations, which indicates the
high-affinity binding of the aptamer/receptor complexes (Kd=790±150pM). The binding
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properties of aptamer/receptor complexes were investigated and further applied for the
determination of receptor densities. Human protein tyrosine kinase-7 was found to have
a larger density in CCRF-CEM human leukemia cells (1300±190 receptor/µm2) than
HeLa cervical cancer cells (550±90 receptor/µm2). Competition studies and control cell
line experiments proved the validity of the density estimation approach. This strongly
indicates the intrinsic advantages of the FCS approach for receptor density studies
when compared with the conventional methods: (1) FCS measures receptor density in
the natural cell surface physiological environment. (2) There is no need for radioactively
labeled ligands or washing steps to remove unbound ligands, which results in a fast and
direct detection for receptor density. (3) Beyond its application for density estimation,
FCS also provides detailed kinetics information about ligand-receptor interactions,
which may not be available from other density study approaches. (4) Single-cell
information and density distribution patterns can be obtained, which is almost
impossible by other strategies. (5) Only a small number of cells are needed for FCS to
perform ligand-receptor interaction studies, as well as density estimation, compared to
other methods, which makes FCS a critical tool in the situations where only a limited
amount of cells can be obtained. (6) Receptor expression levels and distribution
patterns on different cell types can be easily obtained from FCS detection. This provides
basic information for drug loading efficiency on cell membranes and serves as a
potential tool for drug delivery studies. (7) For receptor density estimation, FCS has an
advantage over conventional approaches by eliminating the need for standard curve
calibration. (8) The femtoliter-sized observation volume created by FCS permits the
detection of fluorescent molecules down to two and therefore appears to be a highly
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sensitive biophysical tool on live cells, especially for studying weak molecular
interactions. In sum, our FCS density estimation approach can effectively improve
detection sensitivity and may have wide application for molecular recognition and
interaction studies, as well as density estimations for particles and other membrane
receptors.
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Figure 3-1 Scheme of FCS instrumental set-up and the illustration of aptamer/receptor
binding events on the cell membrane inside the focus. The magnified diagram
illustrates the geometry of the confocal volume with half-axis in length (ωz) and
width (ωxy).
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Figure 3-2 Autocorrelation functions of aptamer sgc8 and control free in solution and on
a cell membrane. (A) Top: Autocorrelation functions of aptamer sgc8 (10nM) free
in solution (■) and aptamer sgc8 (10nM) incubated with HeLa cells and bound to
membrane receptor PTK7 on the cell surface (△). The diffusion times (τD) of
aptamer sgc8 is increased from 0.235ms (free) to 0.827ms (bound). Bottom:
Fluorescence intensity (or count rate) fluctuation curves during the detection time
(30 seconds) for aptamer sgc8 (10nM) diffusion free in solution (blue line) and
bound to membrane surface (red line). Stable fluorescence fluctuations show no
photobleaching in the detection volume during the entire detection time. (B)
Control binding experiments with a randomized sequence of 41 nucleotides
(Library) were conducted under the same conditions. Both the free Library and
Library incubated with HeLa cells show similar diffusion times (0.435ms (free)
and 0.457ms (bound)), which indicates no binding interactions between Library
and cell membrane receptors.
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Figure 3-3 Selective binding of aptamers sgc8 to positive cells rather than negative
controls. Different concentrations of aptamers were incubated with positive and
negative cells for 40 min at 4°C before FCS measurements. Flow cytometry
results have proved Ramos cells as the negative control cell line for sgc8 binding
as it lacks PTK7 expression on the membrane. For each FCS measurement,
1.2mW laser intensity was used at the objective outlet. Sample was exposed to
laser for 30 seconds to obtain the autocorrelation curve. Stable fluorescence
intensity was observed during the 30s detection time which indicates no
photobleaching. For positive cells, increased concentrations of aptamers lead to
decreased autocorrelation amplitudes.
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Figure 3-4 Binding of FITC-sgc8 to cell membrane on human cervical HeLa cells.
Number of the membrane-bound labeled aptamer (N×r) was obtained as a
function of the total aptamer concentrations in the binding buffer. HeLa cells were
incubated with buffer containing different concentrations of labeled aptamers for
40 min at 4°C. Each data point represents the mean of five separate
measurements. For each measurement, 1.2mW laser intensity was used at the
objective outlet. The confocal volume was determined by free dye calibration to
be 0.4 ƒL with half axes ωxy=0.22 µm and ωz=1.56 µm. Sample was exposed to
laser for 30 seconds for obtaining the autocorrelation curve. Stable fluorescence
intensity was observed during the 30s detection time which indicates no
photobleaching. Different numbers of bound aptamers in the confocal volume at
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different aptamer incubation concentrations were calculated from the fitting of
autocorrelation curve and listed in the table on the right. The equilibrium
dissociation constants (Kd) of the aptamer-cell interaction were obtained by fitting
the dependence of fluorescence intensity of specific binding on the concentration
of the aptamers to the equation Y=BmaxX/(Kd + X), using Microcal Origin 6.0.
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Figure 3-5 PTK7 receptor density distribution for HeLa cells. HeLa cells were incubated
with 3.0nM sgc8 aptamers for 40 min at 4°C to saturate all the receptor binding
sites before FCS measurement. For each FCS measurement, 1.2mW laser
intensity was used at the objective outlet. The confocal volume was determined
by free dye calibration to be 0.4 ƒL with half axes ωxy=0.22 µm and ωz=1.56 µm.
Sample was exposed to laser for 30 seconds to obtain the autocorrelation curve.
Stable fluorescence intensity was observed during the 30s detection time which
indicates no photobleaching. Receptor density was obtained from individual cell
detection using formula (5). 50 cells were studied and the density distribution is
shown above.
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Figure 3-6 Comparisons of PTK7 receptor density for HeLa and CEM. PTK7 receptor
densities were obtained from the FCS measurements on 50 individual cells for
each cell line and calculated using formula (3-5). A mean PTK7 receptor density
on CEM cells is found to be about 1300 receptor/µm2 with a variation of about
190 receptor/µm2. HeLa cells have a mean receptor density around 550
receptor/µm2 with a variation of about 90 receptor/µm2.
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Figure 3-7 Binding of FITC-KK1H08 to cell membrane on human chronic myelogenous
leukemia cells (K562). Number of the membrane-bound labeled aptamer (N×r) was
obtained as a function of the total aptamer concentrations in the binding buffer.
K562 cells were incubated with buffer containing different concentrations of labeled
aptamers for 40 min at 4°C. Each data point represents the mean of three separate
measurements. For each measurement, 0.12mW laser intensity was used at the
objective outlet. The confocal volume was determined by free dye calibration to be
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1.2 ƒL with half axes ωxy=0.235 µm and ωz=3.93 µm. The sample was exposed to
laser for 30 seconds for obtaining the autocorrelation curve. Stable fluorescence
intensity was observed during the 30s detection time which indicates no
photobleaching. Different numbers of bound aptamers in the confocal volume at
different aptamer incubation concentrations (50nM, 150nM, 250nM, 300nM, 400nM
and 500nM) were calculated from the fitting of autocorrelation curve. The
equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) of the aptamer-cell interaction were obtained
by fitting the dependence of fluorescence intensity of specific binding on the
concentration of the aptamers to the equation Y=BmaxX/(Kd + X), using Microcal
Origin 6.0. From the binding curve, a 500nM aptamer concentration was enough to
saturate receptor binding sites on K562 cells.
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Figure 3-8 Competition studies and Trypsin treatment. (A) Time course of fluorescence
count rate for the displacement of FITC-labeled sgc8 binding by non-labeled
sgc8 on the membrane of HeLa cells. Cells were first incubated with 3.0nM of
FITC-sgc8 for 40 min at 4℃. A 1000-fold molar excess of non-labeled sgc8 was
then added to compete against the labeled sgc8 in binding to the target receptor
PKT7. Fluorescence count rates were monitored for 90min. Blue squares are
competition studies with a control sequence, which is a non-labeled DNA library
containing a randomized sequence of 41 nucleotides. HeLa cells were first
incubated with 3.0nM of FITC-sgc8 for 40 min at 4℃. A 1000-fold molar excess
of non-labeled control sequence (library) was then added to compete the binding
of labeled sgc8 to the target receptor PKT7. (B) Time course of normalized
membrane-bound aptamer density change of displacement of FITC-labeled sgc8
binding by non-labeled sgc8 on HeLa cell membrane. Same reaction condition
was used as (A). Changes in membrane-bound FITC-sgc8 density were
monitored for 90min. Blue circles are competition with the control sequence
(library). (C) Time course of normalized density change with trypsin treatment on
HeLa cell membrane. Cells were first incubated with 3.0nM of FITC-sgc8 for 40
min at 4℃ to saturate all the receptor binding sites. Then, a 10× diluted trypsin
solution was added. Changes in membrane-bound FITC-sgc8 density were
monitored for 90min at 37℃.
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Figure 3-9 Binding curve for FITC-labeled IgE antibody to IgE receptors on RBL-2H3 rat
basophilic leukaemia cells. Number of the membrane-bound FITC-labeled IgE
antibodies (N×r) was obtained as a function of the total antibody concentration in
the binding buffer. RBL-2H3 cells were incubated with different concentrations of
antibodies for 40 min at 4°C. Each data point represents the mean of five separate
measurements. The equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) of the aptamer-cell
interaction were obtained by fitting the dependence of fluorescence intensity of
specific binding on the concentration of the aptamers to the equation Y=BmaxX/(Kd +
X), using Microcal Origin 6.0.
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Figure 3-10 IgE receptor density distribution for RBL-2H3 cells. Cells were incubated
with 2.5nM FITC-IgE antibodies at 4°C for 40 min to saturate all the IgE receptor
binding sites. Thirty individual cells were under FCS measurement. The 0.4 ƒL
ellipsoid shaped focus volume with half axes ωxy=0.22 µm and ωz=1.56 µm formed
a 0.15µm2 covered area on the membrane. A mean density of IgE receptors of
around 1200 receptor/µm2 was obtained with a variation of about 60 receptor/µm2.

Table 1 Comparison of Kd Value of IgE/Receptor Complexes and IgE Receptor Density
on RBL-2H3 Cells Using Different Methods.

Methods for Kd Determination
Fluorescence Quenching128
FCS

Dissociation
Constant KD (nM)
0.71
0.81±0.21
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IgE Receptor Density
(receptor/cell)
5×105
2.88×105 ± 1200

CHAPTER 4
UPGRADING FCS TO DUAL COLOR-FLUORESCENCE CROSS CORRELATION
SPECTROSCOPY (FCCS) FOR WIDER APPLICATION TO MOLECULAR
INTERACTION STUDIES

Limitations of FCS Autocorrelation Analysis for Molecular Interaction Studies
Although the autocorrelation analysis in FCS appears to be a sensitive tool for
molecular interaction studies, these can be achieved only if binding results in a
measurable change in mobility (or other quantity accessible from single-color data).
Examples of applicable systems include some membrane studies where the ligand
undergoes a significant reduction in mobility when bound to the plasma membrane of a
cell, as discussed in Chapter 3, or to an artificial membrane that is (quasi-) planar. A
number of binding experiments have also been performed in vitro, based on the change
in diffusion time.129-133
As discussed in Chapter 2, from Equation (2-4), it is clear that the mean diffusion
time τD is related to the reverse reciprocal of the diffusion coefficient D:

τD =

ωxy 2
4D

⇒τD ∝

1
D

(4-1)

According to the Einstein-Stokes Equation, the diffusion coefficient D is inversely
proportional to the radius of the molecule:

D=

kT
6πη R

⇒D∝

1
R

(4-2)

in which k is Boltzmann’s constant;
T is the absolute temperature;
η is viscosity;
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R is the radius of the spherical particle.
From Equations (4-1) and (4-2), it is clear that there is a linear relationship
between the diffusion time and the molecular radius:

τD ∝ R

(4-3)

If it is assumed that the analyte is a spherical molecule, then the relationship
between its molecular weight and it radius can be described as:
1

⎛ 3M υ ⎞ 3
3
R=⎜
⎟ ⇒R∝M
⎝ 4π ⎠
1

(4-4)

in which R is the radius of the spherical particle;
ν is the volume of the particle;
M is the molecular weight of the particle.
Therefore, for particles with similar sizes/volume, from Equation (4-3) and (4-4), it
can be concluded that:
1
3

τ D ∝ M ⇒ M ∝ τ D3

(4-5)

Hence, in FCS experiments, the molecular weight of the analyte is proportional to
the cube of its diffusion time. Therefore, an eight-fold molecular weight difference
results in only a two-fold change in the diffusion time difference in the autocorrelation
curve, a severe limitation for multi-component systems. Thus, FCS is severely limited
for molecular interaction studies in common cases, where two molecules with similar
molecular weights interact with each other, because the bound complex does not have
an 8-fold molecular weight difference. In this case, single-color FCS does not provide
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insight into particular molecular interactions, and dual-color Fluorescence CrossCorrelation Spectroscopy (FCCS) is needed.

Theories of Dual-Color FCCS for Molecular Interaction Studies
The molecular weight limitation problem mentioned above can be solved by
labeling the two components with two spectrally distinct fluorophores and observing their
interactions, as shown in Figure 4-1 bottom. For this purpose, excitation needs to be
performed by two different lasers, and the two individual fluorescence emissions must
be detected in individual channels. Referring to Figure 4-1, the red and green signals
can be measured simultaneously and their cross-correlation function can be used as an
indication. The scheme of an FCCS instrumentation set-up is illustrated in Figure 4-2.
The experimental realization of a dual-color cross-correlation set-up is demanding,
because it also requires exact spatial superposition of the two laser beams, so that the
focal volumes overlap. Also, an additional dichroic mirror is needed in the emission
pathway between the first dichroic and the pinholes to split the fluorescence signals so
that each reaches its respective detector.
By labeling these two different kinds of molecules with two different fluorescent
tags, the cross-correlation between these two channels can be measured. From Figure
4-3, if there is no molecular interaction, the two different labeled molecular diffuse
independently, and there is low fluorescence cross-correlation from the two channels.
Once the two kinds of molecules interact with each other, either bound with each other
or bound to the same third molecule, they diffuse through the focus volume
simultaneously, inducing simultaneous fluctuations of the fluorescence signals in the
two color channels and thus a positive cross-correlation readout is obtained, and the
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molecular interaction is detected. More importantly, there is no limitation on molecular
weight differences for the detection of the molecular interactions.
In FCCS measurements, quantitative information can also be obtained. Both an
autocorrelation curve for each channel and the cross-correlation curve can be obtained
from the FCCS measurement, as shown in Figure 4-1 bottom. For the autocorrelation
curves (solid lines), the green and the red autocorrelation curves describe the diffusion
times ( diff, red and

diff, green)

and amplitudes (Go,red and Go,green) for each channel. For the

cross-correlation curve (dashed line), the amplitude of the cross-correlation curve is
determined (Go,x), in which x represents the complex. In the ideal case, if binding of the
red- and the green-labeled molecules is 1:1, and chromophore brightness is not
influenced by the binding and cross-talk artifacts can be neglected, the degree of
binding of green with respect to all red molecules (ө) is given by the ratio of the crosscorrelation amplitude to the green autocorrelation amplitude, as follows:

θ=

Cx
Ctotal , red

=

G0, x

(4-6)1

G0, green

Therefore, FCCS inherits the quantitative capability from FCS measurements,
and it is an extension of FCS for molecular interaction analysis. Thanks to these
improvements, FCCS has found wider applications for molecular interaction studies. It
has been applied to monitor molecular interactions and enzymatic reactions, as well as
dynamic colocalization, for example, of cargo in small vesicles.1 Detection of these
interactions quantitatively and selectively in the full complexity of living cells allows
these processes to be characterized in their original context. The data provides
numerical values for use in computer simulations in systems biology and offers the
possibility of drug screening.
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Lab-built FCCS Instrumentation Set-Up
Chapter 3 demonstrated the application of FCS to study the ligand-receptor
interactions on live cell surface through monitoring the molecular diffusions of
fluorescent-labeled ligands, in which the ligands undergo a significant reduction in
mobility when bound to the plasma membrane of a cell.2 However, in order to expand
the range for molecular interaction studies, especially for the cases where a significant
change of mobility is not obtained, the FCS instrument has been upgraded into a multichannel dual-color FCCS set-up.

Scheme of Lab-Built FCCS Set-Up
The lab-built FCCS uses a confocal type of microscope setup (Figure 4-4), which
includes three different excitation channels at different wavelengths: 488nm, 543nm and
632.8nm. The focus volumes from the three separate laser lines are aligned to overlap
with each other in order to co-excite molecules in the same region. This is achieved by
the employment of two beam combiners, which are wavelength selective to
transmit/reflect specific wavelengths to obtain the overlap of the three laser lines. Two
of the three channels can form a dual-color cross-correlation: 488nm/632.8nm (Figure
4-4A) or 488nm/543nm (Figure 4-4B), which depends on the choice of dye pairs in the
FCCS measurement. The overlapped laser beam enters the objective from the back
and is focused at the same region in the sample and excites their respective
fluorophores. The fluorescence emissions from the sample are collected through the
same objective and are separated from the excitation light by the primary dichroic mirror.
The emission beam from the two different channels reaches a secondary dichroic mirror
to be separated from each other prior to reaching their respective emission filters and
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detectors (avalanche photodiode (APD)). The tube lens of the microscope focuses the
emission beam onto pinholes at the front-ends of the detectors to reduce the collection
of fluorescence light from above and below the focal plane. The resulting optically
delimited detection volume is typically less than one femtoliter. At last, the correlator
collects the fluorescent signal from each channel and conducts the auto correlation and
cross-correlation calculations. Results are read out by the computer.

Components of the Lab-Built FCCS Set-Up
Excitation: There are three lasers as the excitation sources for the FCCS set-up.
They are one Ar+-laser and two He-Ne lasers.
The Ar+-laser (Innova I90C, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) is a coherent laser
that has multiple laser lines (458, 477, 488, 514 nm), in which 488nm has the strongest
laser intensity and is the one used for the FCCS measurements. Neutral density filters
are used to attenuate the beam intensity from 20 mW down to 0.2 mW to focus on the
sample species.
The He-Ne lasers emit at 543nm (maximum 0.5 mW) and 632.8nm (maximum
2.0 mW) (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ). Neutral density filters are also applied to attenuate the
beam intensity to a final 0.2 mW intensity.

Beam Combiner: Two beam combiners are used to overlap the three different
lasers lines to the same focus volume for the FCCS set-up. Referring to Figure 4-4, the
first beam combiner combines the laser beam of 543nm with 632.8nm by transmitting
543nm and reflecting 632.8nm (Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT). The second beam
combiner combines the three laser beams of 488nm, 543nm and 632.8nm by
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transmitting the shorter wavelength 488nm and reflecting the longer wavelength 543nm
and 632.8nm beams (Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT).

Objective: The fluorescent light from the sample from each channel is collected
using the same microscope objective lens that is used for excitation. For improved focus
of the excitation volume and collection of emissions, high power objectives are used.
Although oil-immersion objectives have the highest numerical aperture (NA ~ 1.4) and
are used for good focusing, they are designed to focus and collect light in a high
refractive index environment (that of the immersion oil or of the cover glass). However,
this optical quality is reliable only when the focal plane is right at the surface of the
cover glass. For situations where the focal plane is at a certain distance from the cover
glass, i.e., to focus the laser excitation deeper inside the aqueous sample, use of an oilimmersion objective will generate optical aberrations as well as sub-optimal
fluorescence.17 This problem can be solved through the use of water-immersion
objectives, as in the design of the confocal microscopy. Although having a smaller
numerical aperture (NA ~ 1.2), the water-immersion objective have a clear advantage of
focusing the excitation light and collecting the emission efficiently, especially for
experiments with aqueous samples. In the FCCS set-up, a 60x water immersion
objective with N.A. = 1.2 was used.

Dichroic Mirrors: Two different dichroic mirrors are used in the FCCS set-up.
The function of the first dichroic mirror is to separate the emission beam from the
excitation wavelengths for all three channels. It is a triple line beamsplitter
488/543/632.8 (Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT), which selectively reflects the excitation
wavelength (488nm, 543nm and 632.8nm) to the back of the object for excitation. The
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emission beams from the three channels are transmitted through the first dichroic mirror
to reach the second dichroic. The second dichroic mirror separates the emission
wavelength from each channel to reach its respective APD detector. It is a dichroic long
pass mirror (550 DCXR) that reflects any wavelengths below 550nm and transmits
wavelengths above 550nm (Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT).

Filters: A bandpass interference filter is placed before the pinhole for each
detector. For channel 488nm, a bandpass filter with a center wavelength (CWL) at
520nm and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 40nm (520±20nm) is used. For
channel 543nm, a bandpass filter (590±20nm) is applied. And for channel 632.8nm, a
bandpass filter (680±30nm) is used. These bandpass filter have special coatings on the
surface and are designed to transmit light only within a small wavelength window. They
effectively cut off the interference light and reduce the nonspecific background, while
maximizing the transmission of the emissions at specific wavelengths to the detector.

Pinholes: The fluorescence from the emission filter is focused onto a pinhole in
the image plane. Light originating from the focus passes through the pinhole aperture,
while light from other regions is preferentially blocked. The pinhole was introduced into
the instrument by focusing the fluorescence onto a multimode fiber with a 50 µm internal
diameter, where the fiber face acts as the pinhole. Therefore, changing the fiber allows
easy alteration of the pinhole aperture size without the need for substantial realignment
of the instrument.
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Correlators: The set-up contains a hardware multiple tau digital correlator (ALV
5000/EPP, ALV-GmBH, Langen, Germany) with 100% real time correlation from the
initial 125 ns on.

Construction of the Lab-Built FCCS Set-Up
The commercially available lasers and optics were assembled with the right sized
optic holders into a rigid framework (as shown in Figure 4-4) on an optical bench. The
overlap of the three laser lines are shown in the picture in Figure 4-5.
As shown in Figure 4-6A, a continuous-wave Ar+ laser (III) and two He-Ne lasers
(I and II) are used as the light sources. A mirror (1) and two beamcombiners (2 and 3)
are used to overlap the three laser lines. The laser beam is routed through a neutral
density filter (4) so that the intensity of the excitation light can be easily adjusted. Then
the laser beam is expanded to a diameter of ~10 mm using a beam expander (5). The
beam expander is made up of a plan-concave lens and a plan-convex lens of focal
lengths -5 and 10 cm, respectively. The distance between the lenses adds up to the
sum of their focal lengths to ensure proper beam collimation. The expanded beam is
reflected by two other mirrors and enters the back port of an Olympus IX70 inverted
microscope (7). Here, the laser beam is reflected by the first dichroic mirror held inside
the slider box of the microscope (not shown in the picture), and is then focused into the
sample through a microscope objective lens. The fluorescence from the sample is
collected by the same microscope objective lens used for excitation and is separated
from the excitation light by the same dichroic mirror, which now passes the fluorescence.
After going through the first dichroic mirror, the detection of the fluorescence
emission is changed by the prism on the bottom of the confocal microscope and is
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reflected out of the microscope. As shown in Figure 4-6B, it then reaches the second
dichroic mirror (1) to separate the emission wavelengths for each channel. Wavelengths
below 550 nm are reflected to reach the emission filter (2) and the pinhole (5), and then
APD detector (7). Wavelengths higher than 550 nm, on the other hand, are transmitted
through the second dichroic mirror (1) to arrive at emission filter (3) and pinhole (4), and
then APD detector (8). For each detection channel, the fiber front face works as the
pinhole and the fiber holder allows translation along the radial (x and y) directions and
axial (z) direction. At last, the detectors (7 and 8) send the signal to the input channel of
the hardware correlator (8). The autocorrelation and cross-correlation curves are read
out from the computer.

Apply FCCS for Intracelluar mRNA Detection
This lab-built FCCS not only inherits the single-molecule detection capability from
FCS, but also further extends its applications for molecular interaction studies by
labeling the two species with two spectrally distinct fluorophores. By taking advantage of
FCCS co-localization capabilities and the high sensitivity and low detection limit
properties, this technique was further modified for real-time monitoring of intracellular
mRNA. The ability to detect, localize, quantify and monitor the expression of specific
genes in living cells in realtime will offer unprecedented opportunities for advancement
in molecular biology, disease pathophysiology, drug discovery and medical diagnostics.
This innovative FCCS strategy stands in contrast to current methods for quantifying
gene expression which are not able to provide real-time monitoring (e.g., PCR134 and
microarray135). Moreover, those conventional methods often result in false positives and
suffer from high background from the intracellular environment. In this research, as
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shown in Figure 4-7, two DNA oligonucleotides have been designed, one labeled with a
green fluorophore and the other with a red fluorophore, that hybridize to adjacent
regions on the same mRNA target, resulting in an increase of cross-correlation signal.
The co-localization detection of the two different labeled DNA probes will significantly
reduce false positives, leading to the sensitive real-time monitoring of mRNAs in live
cells. Furthermore, the femtoliter-sized detection volume also ensures a low detection
limit in a spatially and temporally ordered manner and eventually improves the detection
sensitivity. This research, which is currently in progress, will provide a novel technique
for sensitive RNA detection and quantification in living cells. In the future, we will also
extend the applications for intracellular measurements and apply this sensitive
technique for protein-protein interaction studies in live cells.

Summary
A custom FCCS instrument has been successfully constructed for molecular
interaction studies. The technique not only inherits the merits of FCS as being a
sensitive tool for probing molecular diffusions, but also expands the application ranges
for molecular interaction studies. This lab-built instrument is being applied to
intracellular gene expression level detection.
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Figure 4-1 Illustrations of molecular interaction studies by the autocorrelation function in
FCS and by the cross-correlation function in FCCS.

Figure 4-2 Scheme of FCCS instrumentation set-up.101
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Figure 4-3 Molecular interactions characterized by autocorrelation curves and crosscorrelation curves.
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Figure 4-4 Scheme of the lab-built FCCS set-up. (A) Using channels 488nm/633nm for
dual-color cross-correlation measurements. (B) Using channels 488nm/543nm
for dual-color cross-correlation measurements.

Figure 4-5 Picture of the overlap of the three laser beams.
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Figure 4-6 Pictures of the lab-built FCCS instrumentation set-up. (A) Lasers and
beamcombiners. (B) Emission filters and detectors.

Figure 4-7 Scheme of applying FCCS technique for intracellular mRNA detection.
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CHAPTER 5
ENGINEERING A SURFACE ENERGY TRANSFER (SET) NANORULER FOR
MEASURING PROTEIN BINDING SITE DISTANCES ON LIVE CELL MEMBRANE

Introduction
Application of optical molecular rulers to address questions in biochemistry,
biodiagnostics, and bimolecular imaging allows routine measurement of molecular and
dynamic distance changes. Up to now, such measurements have typically been
addressed by optical methods based on Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
136-139

between molecular donors and acceptors. However, the nature of the

dipole−dipole mechanism effectively constrains the length scales in FRET-based
methods to distances on the order of <10 nm (R0 ≈ 6 nm).15, 75, 76 Optical methods that
do not alter biomolecular function, but which enable investigation of both long-range
static and dynamic distances, would therefore facilitate the study of many
multicomponent complexes that are presently difficult to measure.
Recently developed localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensors have
been able to meet these requirements 140-142. Liu et. al. 140 have constructed a
nanoplasmonic molecular ruler, in which double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is attached to a
gold nanoparticle (NP), for measuring nuclease activity and DNA footprinting. While this
plasmonic ruler performs very well in bulk solution experiments and show a longer
detection range than FRET, significant challenges exist when applied to cellular
systems because of the high Raman scattering background coming from the cells
themselves. This high background significantly reduces the signal-to-background ratio
of the plasmonic sensor and greatly hinders molecular distance measurements when
applied on the cell surface. 90° light scattering of gold nanoparticles has been used by
Bene et. al.143 to measure the distances of receptors on the cell surface. However, light
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scattering system normally requires the dye and the particle surface to locate in close
proximity (<10nm) in order to have the scattering occurred; in longer distance range,
fluorescence quenching effect will be the dominant factor in the interactions.143 In
addition, it was reported that light scattering effect only dominates in smaller sized
nanoparticles (<2nm) due to the insufficient overlap for fluorescence energy transfer. In
contrast, particles with greater than a 2nm diameter have higher probability and
incidence of fluorescence quenching.144 Therefore, there’s a great limitation on the
choice of nanoparticle sizes for the ruler constructions. All these restrictions make the
detection of interactions between large complexes on live cells extremely difficult.
Therefore, alternative methods are needed for constructing molecular rulers with a still
larger detection range for these cellular systems.
One such option involves fluorescence measurements which have wide
applications in cellular systems as well as in vivo systems. Recently, several groups66-74
have reported the nanoparticle surface energy transfer (SET) where energy transfer
flows from a donor molecule to a nanoparticle surface at a much slower decay rate than
the dipole-dipole energy transfer in FRET, with a 1/d4 distance dependence.66 While
SET is similar to FRET, in that the interaction is dipole–dipole in nature, it is
geometrically different from FRET because an acceptor nanoparticle has a surface and
an isotropic distribution of dipole vectors to accept energy from the donor, leading to a
dipole-surface resonance mechanism.67-70 This arrangement effectively breaks the
inherent detection barriers of FRET, thereby increasing the probability of energy transfer
and ultimately enhancing the efficiency of SET over FRET. The intensity quenching
mechanism via coupling of the oscillating electronic dipole of a dye to a metal surface
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with loss of energy was developed by Chance, Prock and Silbey,75 and by Persson and
Lang76 for bulk metals. Aside from bulk systems, recent attempts have conjugated
different lengths of dsDNA onto the metal nanoparticle surface, thus demonstrating the
validity of this “SET nanoruler” for mapping distance in a real biological system.66
However, in all these systems, the gold nanoparticles are only used as carriers. Instead
of functionalized as a real nanoruler to measure distance between two moieties, these
systems can only work as the artificial rulers for characterizing the SET phenomenon. In
addition, for these models to be effective, high conjugation requirements must be
established to place only one dsDNA onto the surface. Therefore, although ample
literatures have described the applications of SET for distance measurements in bulk
system, there is no single application so far to apply these SET models to the cellular
systems.
To overcome these limitations and construct a practical SET nanoruler for
measuring distances on live cells, we are the first to propose to 1) use aptamer-gold
nanoparticle conjugates to construct a “SET nanoruler” in a range of different sizes and,
2) for the first time, apply it to the surface of a live cell to monitor the distance between
two binding sites on a membrane receptor. Specifically, by taking advantage of the fixed
binding site distance on a receptor, we use different ligands to bring the organic
fluorophore and the metal nanoparticles into close proximity of fixed length. Moreover,
by varying the size of particles, the distance from the dye molecule to the metal particle
surface can be manipulated. In this way, we are able to obtain the distance between the
two binding sites on the live cell membrane. An added advantage is the easy and
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straightforward preparation of the aptamer-nanoparticle conjugates by direct incubation
of the components.

Experimental Section
Preparation of gold nanoparticles of different sizes. Various sizes of gold NPs were
synthesized according to the method developed by Frens145. Gold NPs were adopted in
the system because of the simplicity and reproducibility of the synthetic and
bioconjugation techniques, as well as their unique fluorescence quenching property.
Briefly, 0.5 ml of 1% chloroauric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to 50 ml
of double-distilled water, and the solution was heated to boiling. Next, different amounts
of 1% sodium citrate (Riedel-deHaën, Seelze, Germany) were added to the solution to
synthesize different sizes of gold NPs. The solution was refluxed until a color change
from dark blue to red was observed. The sizes and absorption spectra of various gold
NPs were verified with the Hitachi H-7100 transmission electron microscope (Tokyo,
Japan) (Figure 5-1) and the Cary 100 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA)
(Figure 5-2). The concentration of gold NPs in each aliquot was also determined by UVVis spectroscopic measurements via the Beer’s law (A = εbc). The 5.4nm gold NPs
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Characteristic parameters for the
preparation and characterization of different sets of gold NPs are summarized in Table
5-1.

Aptamer Synthesis. All DNA oligomers were synthesized on an ABI3400 DNA/RNA
synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) in our laboratory. All DNA
oligonuclease bases and 5’-modifiers were purchased from Glen Research, Sterling, VA.
The aptamer sgc8 was labeled with various 5’-modifiers. A DNA library containing a
randomized sequence of 41 nucleotides was labeled with a 5’-FITC, -TAMAR or -Cy5
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modifier and used as a control for each detection channel. Sequence TDO5, a control
aptamer for CEM cells, was labeled with 5’-Thiol-Modifier [DMTO(CH2)6-S-S-(CH2)6OP(N(iPr2))(O(CH2)2CN)] or 5’-Amino-Modifier [MMT-NH-(CH2)6-OP(N(iPr2))(OCNEt)]
for particle conjugations. For the deprotection procedures, sequences labeled with 5’TAMAR-Modifier were deprotected in TAMRA deprotection solution (0.05M potassium
carbonate in methanol) at 65°C for 3-4 hours. Sequences labeled with 5’-Cy5-Modifier
were deprotected in ammonium hydroxide at room temperature for 24-36 hours.
Sequences labeled with 5’-Amino-Modifier were deprotected in ammonium hydroxide at
40°C for 17 hours. All other sequences were deprotected in AMA (ammonium
hydroxide/40% aqueous methylamine 1:1) at 65°C for 20 minutes. After deprotection, all
sequences were further purified by reverse phase HPLC (ProStar, Varian, Walnut Creek,
CA) on a C-18 column. A Cary Bio-300 UV spectrometer (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA)
was used to measure absorbance to quantify the manufactured sequences. DNA
sequences with different labeling are summarized in Table 5-2.

Preparation of aptamer-functionalized gold nanoparticles. The strategy for
functionalizing gold nanoparticles with thiol-modified oligonucleotides followed a
published procedure145. The thiolyated aptamers (sgc8 or TDO5) were added to gold
NP stock solutions for surface modification. The amount of aptamer needed for the
different gold nanoparticle sizes (50 mL) was calculated from estimations of the surface
area for each gold NP to ensure saturated surface coverage, as listed in Table 5-3.
After 12 h, 2.5 ml 10× Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) (pH 7.4, Fisher Scientific,
Pittsburgh, PA) was added to the reaction mixture. After an additional 12 h, another 2.5
mL 10× PBS solution (pH 7.4) was added to make a final concentration of 1× PBS
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solution (pH 7.4 ± 0.1) with 11.9 mM PO43−, 137mM NaCl and 2.7 mM KCl. The reaction
mixture was then allowed to react for 12 h. Unbound oligonucleotides were
subsequently removed by centrifugation and resuspension of the pellet (14,000 rpm,
twice). DNA-coated gold NPs were resuspended, and the concentrations were
determined by measuring the absorptions using a Cary Bio-300 UV spectrometer
(Varian, Walnut Creek, CA). Condensed to a concentration of 10 nM, the DNA-gold NP
conjugates were stored in a 1× PBS solution (pH 7.4 ± 0.1, 11.9 mM PO43−, 137mM
NaCl and 2.7 mM KCl).

Preparation of aptamer-functionalized silica nanoparticles. 3-Aminopropyl(3oxobutanoic acid)-functionalized silica NPs (~15 nm (DLS), 2.5 % (w/v) in DMF) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used as the control NPs for
fluorescence quenching experiments. The particles were first washed with doubledistilled water three times (centrifuge rate: 14,000 rpm) to remove dimethylformamide
(DMF) solvent and resuspended in DI water to a final concentration of 200 nM. Before
DNA conjugation, the carboxylic acid groups of silica NPs were activated with 1-ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) by
adding 1.0 ml of carboxylic acid-functionalized silica NPs to 2.0 mL of 1× PBS buffer
(pH 7.4) containing 6.5 mg of EDC and 5.8 mg of NHS. After 1.0 h of stirring at 25 °C,
the particles were centrifuged and redispersed in 1× PBS buffer (pH 7.4) to give the
NHS ester-terminated silica NPs. Excess amino-labeled aptamers (5’-NH2-sgc8 and 5’NH2-TDO5) (200 µl, 1 mM) were added and incubated with the silica NPs under gentle
shaking overnight at 4 ºC. (Aptamer:NP = 1:1000 molar ratio) The conjugates were
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washed three times with PBS buffer and finally reconstituted in binding buffer and
stored at 4ºC until use.

Antibody labeling. The pure anti-PTK7 (100 mg/L) was purchased from Miltenyi Biotec,
Inc. (Auburn, CA). Before dye conjugation, the antibody was concentrated 10× to 1
mg/mL using a 30 KDa cut-off membrane (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and
centrifuged at 12,000 rpm. The Alexa Fluor® 488 Monoclonal Antibody Labeling Kit was
purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). The Alexa-488 reactive dye has a
tetrafluorophenyl (TFP) ester moiety that reacts efficiently with primary amines on the
anti-PTK7 to form a stable dye-protein conjugate. The antibody was labeled with an
Alexa-488 reactive dye in a sodium bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.3) for 1 hour at room
temperature. Dye-labeled anti-PTK7 was separated from the unlabeled anti-PTK7 using
a spin column (1100 g, 5 min) with a 30,000 MW size-exclusion purification resin in PBS
(pH 7.2, plus 2 mM sodium azide). After centrifugation, the labeled anti-PTK7 was
collected in the collection tube in approximately 100 μL of PBS (pH 7.2), with 2 mM
sodium azide; free dye remained in the column bed. The concentration and degree of
labeling were determined using the formulas given in the protocol. The conjugates were
stored at 4 ºC, protected from light. For the isotype-negative control antibody, the FITClabeled Mouse IgG2a was purchased directly from Miltenyi Biotec, Inc. (Auburn, CA)
and also stored at 4 ºC, protected from light.

Cell culture. CCRF-CEM (CCL-119, T cell line, human ALL) and Ramos (CRL-1596, B
cell line, human Burkitt's lymphoma) were obtained from American Type Culture
Collection. Both cell types were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (American Type Culture
Collection), with 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 0.5 mg/ml
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Penicillin-Streptomycin (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) at 37oC
under a 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells were washed before and after incubation with wash
buffer [4.5 g/L glucose and 5 mM MgCl2 in Dulbecco's PBS with calcium chloride and
magnesium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)]. Binding buffer used for selection
was prepared by adding yeast tRNA (0.1 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and BSA
(1 mg/ml; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to wash buffer to reduce background binding.

Flow Cytometric Analysis. Saturation concentration of Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7
(200 nM, Figure 5-3A) was incubated with CCRF-CEM cells (1 × 106) at 4°C to prevent
receptor internalizations146 for 20 min in the dark in a 200-μL volume of binding buffer
containing 20% FBS. Cells were then washed once with 700 μL of the binding buffer,
then incubated with saturation concentrations of different sizes of gold NPs (5.4nm: 8nM;
10.1nM-42.2nm: 4nM, saturation concentration determination shown in Figure 5-3B) or
with 4nM 15nm silica NP aptamer conjugates for another 20 min. Then cells were
washed twice with 0.1% sodium azide, suspended in 200 μL of binding buffer with 0.1%
sodium azide, and subjected to flow cytometric analysis within 15 min. The fluorescence
was determined with a FACScan cytometer (BD Immunocytometry Systems) by
counting 10,000 events. A green laser at 488nm with different excitation voltages (650V,
700V, 750V) was used as the excitation source. The FITC-labeled isotype Mouse IgG2a
antibody was used as a negative control to determine nonspecific binding. The cell
fluorescence background was determined from samples with cells only as the
fluorescence background for later calculations.

Confocal Imaging Analysis. For confocal imaging, treatment steps for fluorescence
quenching experiments were the same as described in Flow Cytometric Analysis. 30 µL
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of cell suspension bound with Alexa488-anti-PTK7 and aptamer-gold NP conjugates
was dropped on a thin glass slide placed above a 20× objective on the confocal
microscope and then covered with a coverslip. Imaging of the cells was performed on
an Olympus FV500-IX81 confocal microscope. A 5-mW, 488-nm Argon laser was the
excitation source for the Alexa Fluor 488 dyes throughout the fluorescence quenching
experiments. The objective used for imaging was a XLUMPLFL20XW ×20 waterimmersion objective with a numerical aperture of 0.95 (Olympus).

Saturation Binding Concentration Determination.
In order to monitor the fluorescence quenching phenomenon between the two
binding sites on live cell membrane, both Alexa488-labeled anit-PTK7 and aptamer-gold
NP conjugates (aptamer sgc8 or TDO5) were added to the cell surface at saturation
concentrations to saturate all the aptamer and antibody binding sites on the cell
membrane. The saturation concentrations for Alexa488-antiPTK7 were determined as
following: varying concentrations of Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 (5 nM - 300 nM) were
incubated with CCRF-CEM cells (1 × 106) at 4°C to prevent receptor internalizations3 for
20 min in the dark in a 200-μl volume of binding buffer containing 20% fetal bovine
serum (FBS). Cells were then washed twice with 700 μL of the binding buffer with 0.1%
sodium azide, suspended in 200 μL of binding buffer with 0.1% sodium azide, and
subjected to flow cytometric analysis within 15 min. The fluorescence was determined
with a FACScan cytometer (BD Immunocytometry Systems) by counting 10,000 events.
A green laser at 488nm with an excitation voltage 750V was used as the excitation
source. The FITC-labeled isotype Mouse IgG2a antibody was used as a negative
control to determine nonspecific binding. All of the experiments for binding assay were
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repeated four times. The mean fluorescence intensity of target cells labeled by
Alexa488-anti-PTK7 was used to calculate specific binding by subtracting the mean
fluorescence background intensity of cells only. The equilibrium dissociation constants
(Kd) of the antibody–cell interaction were obtained by fitting the dependence of
fluorescence intensity of specific binding on the concentration of the Alexa488-antiPTK7 to the equation Y = Bmax X/(KD+ X), using SigmaPlot (Jandel, San Rafael, CA).
Binding curves were also determined for different sizes of gold NP-aptamer conjugates
on the cell surface. The binding curve of Alexa488-antiPTK7, shown in Figure 5-3A,
clearly indicates that concentrations above 200 nM assure saturation binding.
Fluorescence quenching were then obtained by incubating 1 × 106 CCRF-CEM cells
with 200 nM Alexa488-antiPTK7 and different amounts (0 nM-15 nM) of specific sizes of
gold NP-aptamer conjugates. For a given size, increasing concentrations of gold NPaptamer conjugates lead to higher degree of fluorescence quenching from the Alexa488
dyes on the antibody until the maximum fluorescence quenching is reached, where all
the aptamer binding sites have been saturated, as shown in Figure 5-3B. The saturation
concentrations were determined for different sizes of gold-aptamer conjugates (5.4 nm,
10.1 nm, 18.4 nm) on the cell surface. The binding curves indicated that for 5.4 nm gold
NP-aptamer conjugates, 8 nM was sufficient to saturate the aptamer binding sites and
reached maximal fluorescence quenching. For larger size conjugates (10.1 nm and 18.4
nm), 4 nM was determined as the saturation concentration. Therefore, in the
fluorescence quenching experiments, we used 8 nM of the 5.4 nm gold NP-aptamer
conjugates and 4 nM of larger sized conjugates (10.1 nm – 42.2 nm) to saturate the
aptamer binding sites.
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Competition Studies to Confirm the Saturation Binding of Aptamer-NP
Conjugates on Cell Membrane.
Competition studies were carried out to confirm the saturation binding of gold
NP-aptamer conjugates on the cell membrane. Cells were first incubated with saturation
concentrations of Alexa488-antiPTK7 (200nM) and different sized gold NP-sgc8
conjugates (8nM for 5.4nm; 4nM for 10.1-42.2nm) for 20 min on ice. After the cells were
washed twice with 700 μL of binding buffer (with 0.1% NaN3), an additional 25 nM Cy5labeled aptamer sgc8 was added to the cell surface and incubated for another 20 min
on ice. Then, the cells were washed twice and suspended in 200 μL of binding buffer
(with 0.1% NaN3). Images of the cells stained with Cy5-labeled aptamers were taken
using a 2-mW, 633 nm He-Ne laser as the excitation source and collected by the same
20× objective on the confocal microscope at 680nm. As shown in Figure 5-4, no staining
of Cy5-sgc8 was observed from the cell membrane for cells incubated with Alexa488antiPTK7 and gold NP-sgc8 beforehand (c), indicating all the aptamer binding sites on
the cell membrane were saturated with the gold NP-sgc8 conjugates already. However,
for cells incubated with Alexa488-antiPTK7 and the conjugates with control aptamers,
gold NP-TDO5 (d), cells show similar fluorescence staining of Cy5-sgc8 on the
membrane as in cases with no gold NP-aptamer conjugates (a, b). The competition
studies using Cy5-sgc8 confirmed the saturation binding of different sized gold NP-sgc8
conjugates on the aptamer binding sites in the fluorescence quenching experiments.

Results and Discussion
The cell membrane receptor Protein Tyrosine Kinase 7 (PTK7 or CCK-4), an
important biomarker receptor for T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) 9, 125, was
chosen as the target molecule for construction of the “SET nanoruler”. Monoclonal
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antibody anti-PTK7 and aptamer sgc8 have been identified as the molecular ligands for
the two binding sites on PTK7 respectively125.

Competition Studies between Aptamer Sgc8 and Antibody Anti-PTK7 on PTK7
Before constructing the prototype “SET nanoruler” on the live cell surface, the
colocalization of the two binding sites on the model receptor PTK7 was determined.
Monoclonal antibody anti-PTK7 and aptamer sgc8 have been identified as the
molecular ligands for the two binding sites on PTK7 respectively125.The specific
interactions of protein receptor PTK7 with these two ligands were confirmed by PTK7
gene silencing2 and gene transfection experiments1. The interactions between the two
ligands in the receptor PTK7 were first evaluated by competition studies to validate the
colocalization. Competition studies between the two ligands were conducted and
monitored using Flow Cytometer. Excess unlabeled sgc8 (100×) was used to compete
with Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 (200 nM) for CEM cell binding (Figure 5-5A). To
further investigate the possibility of co-binding of sgc8 and the antibody on PTK7, a
contrasting experiment was conducted by first labeling the aptamer with a FITC
fluorophore and incubating with CEM cells. Afterwards, excess non-labeled anti-PTK7
(100×) was added to compete with the aptamer binding (Figure 5-5B). Flow cytometry
results showed no obvious change in the Alexa488-anti-PTK7 binding, indicating that
the aptamer sgc8 and the antibody anti-PTK7 simultaneously bind to two different sites
of the extracellular domain of PTK7. This colocalization phenomenon served as the
basis for constructing the molecular ruler to measure the two binding sites on the cell
surface.
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Measure the Distance between Two Binding Sites using FRET.
Preliminary trials to measure the two binding site distance were conducted using
the FRET design as shown in Figure 5-6. By labeling the two ligands with different dye
pairs (Alexa488-antiPTK7/Cy5-sgc8 or Alexa488-antiPTK7/TMR-sgc8), we monitored
the energy transfer from the donor dye (Alexa Fluor 488 on antiPTK7) to the acceptor
(TMR/Cy5 on sgc8) in Flow Cytometry. In the FRET experiment in the presence of
Alexa488-antiPTK7 and Cy5-sgc8, no significant fluorescence shift was observed in
channel 3 at 680nm with an excitation source at 488nm compared to the Alexa488antiPTK7 or Cy5-sgc8 only (Alexa488-antiPTK7 only: 4.30; Cy5-sgc8 only: 3.71; both:
4.53). In the FRET experiment with Alexa488-antiPTK7 and TMR-sgc8 in channel 2 at
580nm excited at 488nm, severe channel leakage was observed from channel 1 to
channel 2 for TMR-labeled sgc8 due to the spectral overlap, which resulted in significant
fluorescence shift in channel 2 for the acceptor only (TMR-sgc8) even without the
presence of fluorescence donor (Alexa488-antiPTK7). Therefore, no significant
fluorescence difference was observed between the FRET signal and TMR-sgc8 only
(TMR-sgc8 only: 8.31; Alexa488/TMR-sgc8: 10.28). All these results have showed the
weak fluorescent signals between the two ligands using the FRET design.

Since no competition was observed between the two ligands on PTK7, which
supported the simultaneous binding of two ligands to the PTK7 receptor on the
membrane. This colocalization phenomenon proved PTK7 as an ideal model system for
the development of a nanoruler to measure binding site distances on live cells. And
preliminary tests with a FRET design by labeling two ligands with different dye pairs
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showed weak FRET signals, which may result from unsuitable dipole-dipole
orientations on the cell surface or a distance between binding sites that exceeded the
detection limit (<10nm) of FRET.15, 75, 76 Routine X-ray crystallography was also difficult
to measure the binding site distances because of problems with the separation and
purification of the protein receptor from the cell membrane and protein complex. On the
other hand, by applying our “SET nanoruler”, there is no need for protein separations
and binding site distances can be obtained in the natural cell surface physiological
environment, without the concern of protein conformational changes after separations
from the cell membrane.

SET Nanoruler Construction
In the effort to construct a “SET nanoruler” to measure the distance between the
two binding sites, we employed the two ligands, sgc8 and anti-PTK7, to bring an organic
fluorophore and a metal nanoparticle to each of the binding sites on the cell membrane.
Gold NPs were chosen as the energy acceptor in the SET design because of their
unique fluorescence quenching property, as well as their simplicity and reproducibility
for synthetic and bioconjugation preparations (compared to other metal NPs, e.g., silver
NPs). The gold nanoparticle was functionalized with excess thiol-modified sgc8
aptamers on its surface, and the antibody anti-PTK7 was modified with the organic
fluorophore Alexa Fluor 488 through the primary amines on the heavy chain
(preparations described in Experimental Section). As a consequence of the
colocalization of both binding sites on receptor PTK7, the binding of ligand sgc8 and
anti-PTK7 to their individual binding site brought the fluorophore and gold nanoparticle
into close proximity, effectively resulting in fluorescence energy transfer from one to the
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other. As shown in Figure 5-7, the distance, R, from the fluorophore on the antibody
binding site to the center of the nanoparticle on the aptamer binding, is equivalent to the
distance between the two binding sites on the PTK7 receptor to be measured. In order
to simplify the model, R was divided into two parts: the distance r, from the fluorophore
to the surface of the nanoparticle, and the distance from the surface of the particle to its
center, which is the radius of the particle, d/2, with R= r + (d/2). Therefore, as the size of
the gold nanoparticle (d) is varied, the distance from the fluorophore to the particle
surface (r) changes accordingly. Although some variations in position around the center
point of the aptamer binding site can potentially occur, one million cells were counted
each time to cancel out these variances. In addition, a series of gold nanoparticles of
different sizes were adopted to fit in the binding pockets to avoid this steric effect.
Therefore, by controlling the sizes of the gold nanoparticles, the distance from the
fluorophore molecule to the surface of gold nanoparticles could be manipulated, and the
relationship between the size variations of the gold nanoparticles and the change in the
energy transfer efficiency could be evaluated.
First, gold nanoparticles of different sizes were prepared with precisely controlled
diameters from 5 nm, 10 nm, 13 nm, 15 nm, 18 nm, 20 nm, 25 nm, and 31 nm to 42 nm,
as described in Experimental Section. The sizes were controlled by using different
amounts of reducing agent (sodium citrate) and were monitored afterwards by TEM
imaging. The average diameter of each size was obtained by measuring the sizes of
100 particles from the TEM images with a narrow size distribution (shown in Table 5-1).
In order to obtain the specific SET information from the two binding sites on the same
receptor, the nanoparticle size range (d=5.4nm-42.2nm) was chosen to avoid
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crosslinking between individual receptors or inter-receptor SET effects. According to our
previous receptor density studies of PTK7 on the cell surface using Fluorescence
Correlation Spectroscopy2, the distance between two adjacent receptors is around
40nm. Therefore, the sizes of nanoparticles chosen for the SET ruler constructions are
smaller than the average inter-receptor distance, leading to a low chance for receptor
crosslinking. In addition, a probability calculation shown in Appendix A indicates that the
contribution of inter-receptor SET due to receptor lateral diffusion is less than 1/10000
to the overall observed SET phenomenon. Moreover, since the distance from a dye
molecule to the gold NP on the same receptor is much smaller compared to that to a
gold NP on an adjacent receptor (at least 40nm), the major contribution of the SET
effect observed is, therefore, coming from interactions between the dye molecule and
the gold NP on the same receptor.
In order to eliminate the concentration effect on the SET measurement,
quantitative binding experiments were conducted for both dye-labeled anti-PTK7 (Figure
5-3A) and each size of aptamer-gold NP conjugates (Figure 5-3B) on their own binding
sites on the cell membrane. For dye-labeled anti-PTK7, a 200nM saturation
concentration was obtained at the antibody binding sites; and for each size of aptamergold conjugates, different concentrations of the conjugates (0nM-15nM) were incubated
on the cell surface of same amounts of cells (1 million) to obtain a quantitative binding
curve, and a plateau was achieved to determine the saturation concentration on the
surface for that specific sized conjugate (8nM for 5.4nm, 4nM for 10.1nm and larger
NPs). We used these saturation concentrations to conduct all the following SET
experiments to keep the consistency in measurements and ensure that they are all
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under the same saturation labeling conditions for all sized particles conjugates on the
cell surface. Plus, a competition study using the same aptamer sgc8 with a different
label (Cyanine 5, 650nm/670nm) was conducted after each SET experiment (Figure 5-4)
to once again confirm the saturation binding of the gold nanoparticle-atpamer sgc8
conjugates on the cell surface. No stain of Cy5-sgc8 on the surface of cell membrane
indicated that all the aptamer binding sites are saturated by the gold NP-sgc8
conjugates. Therefore, both binding sites were ensured under saturation binding
conditions by their individual ligands in the SET nanoruler for the distance
measurements.
After the SET nanoruler were constructed onto the cell membrane and saturated
the two binding sites, the sizes of the gold nanoparticles on the aptamer sites were
varied from d=5.4nm to 42.2nm. Both flow cytometry (Figure 5-8) and confocal imaging
(Figure 5-9) were used to monitor the changes in the fluorescence energy transfer
efficiency from the Alexa Fluor 488 dyes to the surface of the gold nanoparticle while
the NP sizes were varied. In presence of the aptamer-gold NP conjugates on the
aptamer binding sites, fluorescence quenching from the Alexa Fluor 488 donor was
observed compared to the situation with no gold NP conjugates; and while the
diameters of the NPs became larger, the surface of gold NPs were getting closer to the
dye molecules, and therefore, more fluorescence quenching was obtained. A
quantitative monitoring of the fluorescence quenching was shown in the histograms
from the flow cytometry measurements (Figure 5-8B). When the fluorescence
quenching efficiencies was plotted against the change in diameters of the gold NPs on
the aptamer binding sites, a sharp fluorescence decrease from the Alexa Fluor 488 on
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anti-PTK7 was observed as the sizes of aptamer-NP conjugates grew from d=5.4nm
(92.8% fluorescence intensity compared to no NPs) to d=18.4nm (35.9% fluorescence
intensity compared to no NPs). While the aptamer-NP conjugates reached a diameter of
18nm, the fluorescence quenching reached a fluorescence plateau with similar intensity
as the IgG2a control, and larger NP conjugate sizes (18.4nm-42.2nm) remained similar
fluorescence quencher efficiencies. This d=18nm converging point not only indicated
the situation of maximum fluorescence quenching, but also provide the information of
the minimum diameter of gold NPs on the aptamer site whose surface can reach the
dye molecules on the antibody sites. Therefore, the distance between the dye molecule
and the gold NP reached minimum to produce the maximum fluorescence quenching.
Therefore, a fluorescence plateau was obtained and gold NP conjugates with diameters
larger than 18nm gave a similar degree of fluorescence quenching. All these
quantitative fluorescence quenching efficiency results against the change of gold NPs
on the aptamer binding sites were adopted into the further calculations and discussions
in the following part “Binding Site Distance Determination” to further obtain the distance
between the two binding sites on the cell membrane.

Binding Site Distance Determination
As illustrated in Figure 5-7, the relationship of the binding site distance (R), the
NP diameter (d) and the distance from the dye molecule to the gold NP surface (r) is
given by:

r = R−

d
2

(5-1)

Since the binding site distance R is fixed, increasing the diameter of the gold
nanoparticle will result in closer proximity between the fluorescence donor and the
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nanoparticle acceptor surface (smaller r), hence increasing energy transfer efficiency.
This, in turn, explains why the larger gold nanoparticles in the ruler resulted in better
fluorescence quenching. The plot of quenching efficiency (Φ) versus different gold
nanoparticle diameters (d) (Figure 5-10) shows a plateau after the particle diameter
reached ~18nm, indicating that the surface of the particle had reached the antibody
binding site and had thus achieved maximum fluorescence quenching. Consequently,
particles with diameters larger than d=18nm would not reach a higher degree of
quenching.
The distance-dependent quenching data were fit to the Nanoparticle Surface
Energy Transfer model employed by Jennings et. al.70:

Φ=

1
⎛r⎞
1+ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ r0 ⎠

(1-4)

4

In equation (1-4), Φ is the energy transfer efficiency; r0 is a constant value for a specific
dye-metal system, corresponding to the distance at which a dye will display equal
probabilities for energy transfer and spontaneous emission66; and r is the distance from
the dye molecule to the gold nanoparticle surface.
Substitution of r from equation (5-1) and rearranging gives:
1

d R
⎛1
⎞4
+
⎜ − 1⎟ = −
2r0 r0
⎝Φ ⎠

(5-2)
1

⎛1
⎞4
By letting Y= ⎜ − 1⎟ and X=d, (3) is simplified to:
⎝Φ ⎠

Y =−

X R
+
2r0 r0

(5-3)
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According to the literature72, unlike large particle sizes (>20nm) in which r0 values
vary a lot for different particle sizes, for gold particle sizes between 5-15nm, a very
similar r0 value was obtained around 6-8nm. Therefore, the r0 values do not have
significant variance for different sizes for the particle size ranges (5-15nm) that chosen
for the distance calculations and it is reasonable during our calculation to assume r0 as
a constant in this range.
Since r0 is a constant, X and Y obey a linear relationship with slope= −

axis intercept=

1
and Y2r0

R
.
r0

The plot of Y versus X in Figure 5-11 is linear between 5.4 and 18.4 nm with
equation:
1
1
( − 1) 4 = (−0.077 ± 0.0072)d (nm) + (2.07 ± 0.095)
Φ

(5-4)

From the slope,

r0 = −

1
= 6.49nm
(−0.077nm −1 ) × 2

and from the intercept,
R = 6.49nm × 2.07 = 13.4nm

Thus, the obtained distance between the two binding sites is R= (13.4±1.4) nm, which is
larger than the detection limit for FRET. This explains the weak FRET signal from these
two binding sites obtained in previous FRET studies (Figure 5-7) and proves that
nanoparticle dipole-surface energy transfer can detect larger interaction distances than
dipole-dipole interactions.
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Potential Effects of Steric Hindrance on the Fluorescence Quenching
The suspected fluorescence quenching from the gold nanoparticles themselves
in the system was excluded by a control experiment with same sized gold NPs
conjugated with a control aptamer sequence TDO5, which had been confirmed with no
bindings to receptor PTK7146. The control experiments conducted in both flow cytometry
(green curves in Figure 5-8) and confocal imaging (with white titles) showed no
significant fluorescence quenching compared to the situation with no NPs, indicating
that the energy transfer between the two binding sites was indeed resulted from the
specific ligand-receptor interactions which brought the donors and acceptors into close
proximity and that the metal particle in the system did not have nonspecific interactions
with the dyes.
So far, surface energy transfer has been the only plausible basis for the
fluorescence quenching phenomenon. However, it is also possible that the binding of
nanoparticles to the aptamer binding sites could hinder the binding of the fluorescence
donors to the antibody binding sites, and therefore lead to the decrease of fluorescent
signals. To investigate the possible steric hindrance of the nanoparticles, control
experiments were performed with silica nanoparticles (Figure 5-12). A 15-nm silica
nanoparticle was chosen as the control system for two reasons: 1) 15-nm gold
nanoparticles showed significant fluorescence energy transfer in the gold NP assays
(~50%) and 2) there is no fluorescence absorption in the visible range for silica
nanoparticles; therefore, they should not accept any energy from the fluorescence
donor. Saturation binding (Figure 5-13) indicated that the SiNP-sgc8 conjugates indeed
bound to the aptamer binding sites on the cell surface. However, as shown in Figure 5-
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12, while the 15-nm diameter gold nanoparticles quenched around half of the
fluorescence from the donor, their counterpart silica nanoparticles with the same
diameter showed no significant fluorescence shiftback compared to the maximum
fluorescence from the donors only. Therefore, we can therefore deduce that differences
in fluorescence quenching resulted from the specific energy transfer from the donor on
the antibody binding sites to the gold nanoparticles on the aptamer binding sites and
were not caused by the nonspecific steric hindrance effects in the donor binding.

Effects of Different Excitation Intensity and Labeling Efficiency on Distance
Determination
The binding site distance was obtained by studying the relationships between the
fluorescence quenching efficiencies and the change in NP diameters. However, some
systematic effects, such as the dye-antibody labeling efficiency effects and different
laser excitation intensity variations, could also change the quenching efficiency and
result in a different answer of binding site distance. Here, the influences of different
laser excitation intensities and different antibody/dye labeling efficiencies on the
calculations of binding site distance were investigated in a series of fluorescence
quenching experiments with gold NPs in different sizes. The laser excitation voltage
was varied from 650V to 700V and then to 750V in the flow cytometer, and the
fluorescence quenching was monitored as shown in Figure 5-14. It was observed that
higher laser intensities gave higher fluorescence signals. However, similar slopes were
obtained in the fluorescence decay for different laser intensities for nanoparticle
diameters ranging from 5.4nm to 18.4nm, while a plateau was achieved with
nanoparticle diameters larger than 18.4nm. The similar decay rates resulted in similar
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distance R results, which indicated the negligible effects of different laser intensities on
the distance determinations of the “SET nanoruler”.
Different antibody/dye labeling efficiencies were also tested. With multiple
primary amino groups on the heavy chain, the anti-PTK7 could react with different
amounts of Alexa Fluor 488 dyes during the conjugation. By controlling the amount of
dye added, three different conjugates were prepared, having 2, 4 or 6 dyes, respectively,
on each antibody. As shown in Figure 5-15, results of the fluorescence quenching
experiments were similar to those of the laser intensity experiments.
Both of these studies indicated that the variations in laser source intensity and
antibody labeling efficiency have limited effects on the determination of the binding site
distances. Here it also showed the benefit of using gold NPs with different sizes instead
of a single size for the nanoruler construction. As seen from the above measurements,
the laser intensity and labeling efficiency effects could change the fluorescence
quenching efficiency for individual size of gold NPs. So if only a single sized NP was
used in the distance measurement, these effects could result in a different binding
distance. However, while a series of different sized NPs were applied for the
measurement, these effects were rule out and a similar decay slope was obtained,
which leaded to a similar results for the binding site measurements. Therefore, the use
of different sizes of nanoparticles in the ruler construction also introduces a feature to
enhance the precision for the distance calculations and determinations.
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Effects of Different Antibody/Dye Labeling Efficiencies on the Calculations of
Binding Site Distances
Different antibody/dye labeling efficiencies were also tested as shown in Figure
5-15. With multiple primary amino groups on the heavy chain, the anti-PTK7 could react
with different amounts of Alexa Fluor 488 dyes during the conjugation. By controlling the
amount of dye added, three different conjugates were prepared, having 2, 4 or 6 dyes,
respectively, on each antibody. As shown in Figure 5-15, results of the fluorescence
quenching experiments were similar to those of the laser intensity experiments. Both of
these studies indicated that the variations in laser source intensity and antibody labeling
efficiency have limited effects on the determination of the binding site distances.

Using Fluorescent Quencher as Energy Acceptors
If the fluorescence energy transfer from the antibody donor to the surface of
aptamer-gold nanoparticle conjugates was in fact acting as a molecular ruler capable of
reporting the distance between the two binding sites, we asked whether it would be
possible to replace the gold nanoparticles with a fluorescent quencher and still be able
to detect the energy transfer.
Two different fluorescent quenchers, Black Hole Quencher I (BHQ) and Dabcyl,
were chosen to replace the gold nanoparticles to investigate whether it is still be able to
detect the energy transfer. As shown in Figure 5-16A, C, an Alexa488-antibody on the
antibody binding site and a fluorescent quencher-linked aptamer sgc8 on the aptamer
binding side, respectively, the flow cytometry results suggested that no significant
fluorescence decrease was observed, indicating that no significant energy transfer
occurred from the fluorescent donor to the quencher on the two binding sites. However,
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the colocalization of both aptamer and antibody ligands on the receptor was confirmed
by competition studies (see Supplementary Materials). Later, a poly-T linker was added
between the aptamer and the fluorescent quencher to reduce the distance from the
quencher to the fluorescent donor (Figure 5-16B, D). However, similar results were
obtained, and no significant energy transfer was observed, indicating that no significant
energy transfer occurred from the fluorescent donor to the quencher on the two binding
sites.
These results once again proved that using gold nanoparticles as a surface
energy acceptor increased the probability of energy transfer and accounted for the
enhanced efficiency compared to the dipole-dipole interactions (FRET). Since
nanoparticle surface energy transfer (SET) has a surface and an isotropic distribution of
dipole vectors to accept energy from the donor, the energy transfer probability is greatly
increased.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated, for the first time, the successful
construction of a “SET nanorular” on a live cell membrane to measure the protein
binding site distances. The distance between the aptamer and antibody binding sites in
the membrane protein PTK7 was obtained from the surface of leukemia T-cells (CEM)
in the natural physiological environment as (13.4±1.4) nm, with an error within 10%. No
protein separations or purifications were needed. The result also shows that this cell
membrane SET nanoruler can measure separation distances well beyond the detection
distance of FRET. Plus, since the energy acceptor nanoparticle in SET has a surface
and an isotropic distribution of dipole vectors to accept energy from the donor, it has a
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much lower requirement for interaction orientations than FRET and thus leads to a
wider application for distance measurements for various in vitro and cellular systems.
On the other hand, the SET system also shows its own advantages for cellular
measurements over its counterpart plasmonic rulers which also process long-distance
detection capability. The cell surface SET nanoruler adopted a series of different sized
gold nanoparticles (5nm-42nm) for the ruler construction, however, only small sized
particles can be used to build plasmonic rulers, because the scattering effect only
dominates in smaller sized nanoparticles (<2nm) due to the insufficient overlap for
fluorescence energy transfer. In contrast, particles with greater than a 2nm diameter
have higher probability and incidence of fluorescence quenching (like SET)144.
Therefore, SET is a more suitable choice for our nanoruler construction with various
large sized (6nm-42nm) of gold nanoparticles. Moreover, high scattering background
from the cell surface also significantly reduces the detection signal-to-background ratio
and therefore prohibits the applications of plasmonic rulers to the cell surface.
In summary, “SET nanorulers” have the potential to become an alternative to
FRET for molecular interaction and distance measurement in cellular systems,
especially for applications demanding long observation times or large distances. It
represents the next leap forward in use of optical probes to monitor structural
components within a cell membrane and will open a new pathway for cellular imaging.
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Figure 5-1 Characterizations of different sized gold nanoparticles. (A) UV absorption
spectra of different sized gold nanoparticles. (B) The visual colors of different
size gold nanoparticles.
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Figure 5-2 TEM images of different sizes of gold nanoparticles. The average diameter of
NPs for each size was determined by measuring the size of 100 particles from
the TEM images. The red title in each box indicated the mean diameter.
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Figure 5-3 Ligand binding saturation concentration determinations. A) KD binding curve
for ligand Alexa488-antiPTK7 on CEM cells. B) KD binding curves for 5.4, 10.1
and 18.4 nm gold NP-aptamer conjugates on CEM cells. Red curve: 5.4 nm gold
NP-aptamer conjugates; Blue curve: 10.1 nm gold NP-aptamer conjugates;
Purple curve: 18.4 nm gold NP-aptamer conjugates.
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Figure 5-4 Competition studies using Cy5-sgc8 to confirm the saturation binding of gold
NP-aptamer conjugates on the cell surface. (a) Plain cells incubated with 25nM
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Cy5-sgc8 show fluorescence staining of Cy5 on the cell membrane. (b) Cells
incubated with Alexa488-antiPTK7 can also be stained by Cy5-sgc8. (c) Cells
incubated with Alexa488-antiPTK7 and gold NP-sgc8 conjugates show minimal
fluorescence. For different sized conjugates, similar results are shown. And here
we picked 15nm conjugates as an example. (d) Cells incubated with Alexa488antiPTK7 and the conjugates with control aptamers, gold NP-TDO5, show staining
of Cy5-sgc8 on the cell membrane.

Figure 5-5 Competition studies between aptamer sgc8 and antibody anti-PTK7 on
receptor PTK7. (A) Flow Cytometry assay to monitor the fluorescence intensities
from the Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 in the presence and absence of 100X nonlabeled sgc8. The red curve indicates the fluorescence intensity from cell
membrane with saturated concentrations of Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 (200 nM)
in the absence of non-labeled sgc8. The blue curve shows the fluorescence shift
in the presence of 100× non-labeled sgc8. The black curve marks the
fluorescence background with cells only, and the green curve shows the binding
of control antibody FITC-labeled isotype Mouse IgG2a. (B) Flow Cytometry assay
to monitor the fluorescence intensities from the FITC-labeled sgc8 in the
presence and absence of 100X non-labeled anti-PTK7. The red curve indicates
the fluorescence intensity from cell membrane with saturated concentrations of
FITC-sgc8 (200 nM) in the absence of non-labeled anti-PTK7. The blue curve
shows the fluorescence shift in the presence of 100× non-labeled anti-PTK7. The
black curve marks the fluorescence background with cells only, and the green
curve shows the binding of control antibody FITC-labeled isotype Mouse IgG2a.
FL1: fluorescence channel 1 in Flow Cytometer at 520 nm. FITC: fluorescein
isothiocyanate.
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Figure 5-6 Measure the distance between two binding sites using FRET. (A) The figure
on the top indicates the Flow Cytometry assay to monitor the fluorescence
intensities at 680nm (channel 3) from the cell membrane with an excitation
source at 488nm. The green curve indicates the fluorescence intensity from the
cell membrane with saturated concentrations of Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7
(200nM). The yellow curve shows the fluorescence intensity with saturated
concentrations of Cy5-labeled sgc8 (200nM). The red curve indicates the
fluorescence intensity in the presence of both Alexa488-antiPTK7 (200nM) and
Cy5-sgc8 (200nM) on the cell membrane. The black curve marks the
fluorescence background with cells only, and the blue curve and purple curve
show the binding of FITC-labeled control antibody FITC-labeled isotype Mouse
IgG2a and Cy5-labeled unselected DNA library, respectively. The table on the
bottom shows the fluorescence intensities in both channel 1 (at 520nm) and
channel 3 (at 680nm). (B) The figure on the top indicates the Flow Cytometry
assay to monitor the fluorescence intensities at 580nm (channel 2) from the cell
membrane with an excitation source at 488nm. The green curve indicates the
fluorescence intensity from the cell membrane with saturated concentrations of
Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 (200nM). The yellow curve shows the fluorescence
intensity with saturated concentrations of TMR-labeled sgc8 (200nM). The red
curve indicates the fluorescence intensity in the presence of both Alexa488antiPTK7 (200nM) and TMR-sgc8 (200nM) on the cell membrane. The black
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curve marks the fluorescence background with cells only, and the blue curve and
purple curve show the binding of FITC-labeled control antibody FITC-labeled
isotype Mouse IgG2a and TMR-labeled unselected DNA library, respectively.
The table on the bottom shows the fluorescence intensities in both channel 1 (at
520nm) and channel 2 (at 580nm). Channel 1: excitation 488, emission: 520nm;
Channel 2: excitation 488, emission: 580nm; Channel 3: excitation 488, emission:
680nm. FITC: fluorescein isothiocyanate; TMR: Tetramethylrhodamine; Cy5:
Cyanine 5.

Figure 5-7 Scheme of “SET nanoruler” for measuring the distance between two binding
sites in receptor PTK7 on a live cell membrane. The yellow object represents a
PTK7 receptor in the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane, with two binding sites on
its extracellular domain. The blue moiety represents one of the receptor ligands,
anti-PTK7. The Alexa Fluor 488 dye is labeled on its heavy chain through its
primary amino groups. On the other side, the red sphere represents a gold
nanoparticle. Multiple sgc8 aptamers (black) with thiol labeling are used to modify
the surface of the gold nanoparticle. The aptamer-gold NP conjugate is brought
to the aptamer binding site on the receptor through aptamer-receptor binding.
The colocalization of both ligands on the receptor brings the Alexa Fluor 488 dye
on the antibody close to the gold NP on the aptamer binding site. When the
donor dye molecule and acceptor NP surface reach close proximity, quenching of
fluorescence from the cell surface results. A series gold NPs of different sizes
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(5.4nm-42.2nm) were used in these energy transfer experiments. “R” represents
the distance between the Alexa Fluor 488 dye on the anti-PTK7 heavy chain to
the center of the gold NP, and “d” is the diameter of the gold NPs; therefore, “d/2”
is the distance from the center of the gold NP to its surface, and “r” represents
the distance from the Alexa Fluor 488 dye on anti-PTK7 to the surface of the gold
NP.

Figure 5-8 (Top) Flow cytometry assay to monitor the fluorescence intensities on live
cells. A) Fluorescence intensity from the Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 in the
presence of varying sizes of gold NP-aptamer conjugates on live cell membrane
was monitored using a Flow cytometer. On each frame, the red curve indicates
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the fluorescence intensity from cell membrane with saturated concentrations of
Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 with no gold NP-aptamer conjugate. The red arrow
indicates the mean intensity. The blue curve shows the fluorescence shift in the
presence of gold NP-sgc8 conjugates. The gap between the blue and red arrow
indicates that the fluorescence intensity decreased with the increasing size of the
gold NP conjugates. The green curve represents the fluorescence intensity in the
presence of the same-sized gold NP, but the NP was conjugated with a control
aptamer sequence, TDO5, which does not bind the receptor PTK7. No significant
fluorescence shift was shown for the control. The black curve marks the
fluorescence background with cells only, and the yellow curve shows the binding
of control antibody FITC-labeled isotype Mouse IgG2a. (Bottom) Histogram of the
mean fluorescence intensity for the fluorescence quenching assay determined
from the flow cytometry results. All of the experiments for the fluorescence
quenching assay were repeated three times, and the average value was
determined as the mean fluorescence intensity.
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Figure 5-9 Confocal imaging assay for monitoring the fluorescence quenching on cell
surface with different sizes of gold nanoparticles. The two boxes framed in red
show the fluorescence images of CEM cells with saturated concentration of
Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7 only and fluorescence background with cells only.
Boxes (a1)-(a9) (with yellow titles) show the fluorescence of cells in the presence
of different sizes of gold NP-sgc8 conjugates. Boxes (b1)-(b9) (with white titles)
indicate the fluorescence with the control aptamers TDO5 and the same sizes of
gold NPs as those shown in boxes (a1)-(a9). Vertical comparisons of same sizes
of gold NPs with aptamer sgc8 and control sequence TDO5 clearly show the
difference in the fluorescence quenching efficiency.

Figure 5-10 Relationship between fluorescence quenching efficiency and gold
nanoparticle diameter. The fluorescence quenching efficiency was determined
from the quantitation of the fluorescence intensity from the Flow Cytometry
Analysis (Fig. 1B). The fluorescence quenching efficiency Φ was determined
I −I
I
( AntiPTK 7 + NP _ sgc8) − Cell
Φ= 0
= 1− = 1−
,
in
which
from147:
I0
I0
AntiPTK 7 − Cell
I0=fluorescence intensity in the absence of the quencher (gold NP-aptamer) (i.e.,
cells with Alexa488-antiPTK7 only); I=fluorescence intensity in the presence of
both Alexa488-antiPTK7 and the quencher (gold NP-aptamer).
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1

⎛1
⎞4
Figure 5-11 Binding site distance determination. A) By plotting ⎜ − 1⎟ vs. nanoparticle
⎝Φ ⎠
diameter d, a linear relationship was obtained between d=5.4nM to d=18.4nM,
and it reached a plateau with d larger than 18.4nM (d=18.4nM-42.2nM). B) The
expanded plot of linear region.
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-- CEM cell only
-- FITC-IgG2a (Control)
-- Alex488-antiPTK7 200nM
-- Alex488-antiPTK7 200nM + 15nm Si NP-sgc8 4nM

Events

-- Alex488-antiPTK7 200nM + 15nm Si NP-TDO5 4nM
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FL1
Figure 5-12. Flow cytometry analysis to monitor the fluorescence quenching effect with
15-nm silica nanoparticles. The red curve indicates the fluorescence intensity
from cell membrane with saturated concentrations of Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7
in the absence of the SiNP-aptamer conjugates. The blue curve shows the
fluorescence shifts in the presence of the 15-nm SiNP-sgc8 conjugates, and the
green curve represents the fluorescence intensity in the presence of the 15-nm
SiNP-TDO5 conjugates, the control aptamer sequence. No significant
fluorescence shiftback was observed in the presence of either SiNP-sgc8 or
SiNP-TDO5, compared to the red curve with the Alexa488-labeled anti-PTK7
only. The black curve marks the fluorescence background with cells only, and the
purple curve showed the binding of control antibody FITC-labeled isotype Mouse
IgG2a.
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a) Alexa488-antiPTK7 and 15nm SiNP-sgc8
+ 25nM Cy5-sgc8

b) Alexa488-antiPTK7 and 15nm SiNP-TDO5
+ 25nM Cy5-sgc8

50µm

50µm

Figure 5-13. Competition studies using Cy5-sgc8 to confirm the saturation binding of silica
NP-aptamer conjugates on the cell surface. (a) Cells incubated with Alexa488antiPTK7 and 15nm SilicaNP-sgc8 conjugates show minimal fluorescence. (b)
Cells incubated with Alexa488-antiPTK7 and the conjugates with control aptamers,
silica NP-TDO5, show staining of Cy5-sgc8 on the cell membrane.
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Figure 5-14 Effects of different laser intensities on fluorescence quenching efficiency. A)
Histogram of the fluorescence quenching assay with different laser excitation
intensities (Red: 750V; Green: 700V; Blue: 650V) from flow cytometry analysis.
Experimental procedures were the same as described in Fig. 1. In all these
experiments, the labeling efficiencies of Alexa Fluor 488 dyes on the anti-PTK7
were kept the same, and there were four dyes on each antibody according to the
labeling protocol. All of the experiments for fluorescence quenching assay were
repeated three times, and the average value was determined as the mean
fluorescence intensity. B) Relationship between fluorescence quenching
efficiency and gold nanoparticle diameter. Fluorescence quenching efficiencies
were determined from fluorescence intensity in Fig. 6A using the following
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I0 − I
I
( AntiPTK 7 + NP _ sgc8) − Cell
= 1− = 1−
. Inside the red
I0
I0
AntiPTK 7 − Cell
rectangle, a linear relationship was obtained between the fluorescence
quenching efficiency and gold nanoparticle diameter (d=5.4nm-18.4nm) for
different laser intensities. Slopes were equal within experimental error (650V, (equation147: Φ =

1

⎛1
⎞4
0.077±0.0072); 700V, (-0.072±0.0085); 750V, (-0.073±0.013)). C) Plot ⎜ − 1⎟
⎝Φ ⎠
vs. NP diameter gave linear relationships between d=5.4nm-18.4nm (red
rectangle region in (B)). The linear fits for different laser intensities resulted in
similar distance R results (red: R=(13.43±1.40) nm; green: R=(13.74±1.82) nm;
blue: R=(13.56±2.73) nm).
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Figure 5-15 Effects of different antibody labeling efficiencies on fluorescence quenching.
A) Histogram of the fluorescence quenching assay with different antibody
labeling efficiencies (red: 6 Alexa Fluor 488 dyes on each anti-PTK7; grey: 4
dyes per anti-PTK7; green: 2 dyes per anti-PTK7) from the flow cytometry
analysis. The different labeling efficiencies for anti-PTK7 were achieved by
incubating different amounts of Alexa Fluor 488 dyes with anti-PTK7 during the
labeling procedure and were calculated and determined according to the UV
quantification (see Methods). Fluorescence quenching experiment procedures
were the same as described in Figure 1. Laser excitation at 488nm was constant
at 700V. All of the experiments for the fluorescence quenching assay were
repeated three times, and the average value was determined as the mean
fluorescence intensity. B) The relationship between fluorescence quenching
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efficiency and different anti-PTK7 dye labeling efficiencies was determined from
fluorescence
intensity
in
Figure
8A
using
equation4:
I −I
I
( AntiPTK 7 + NP _ sgc8) − Cell
Φ= 0
= 1− = 1−
. A linear relationship was
I0
I0
AntiPTK 7 − Cell
obtained between the fluorescence quenching efficiency and gold nanoparticle
diameters (d=5.4nm-18.4nm) for different labeling efficiencies. C) Plot of
1

⎛1
⎞4
⎜ − 1⎟ vs. NP diameter gave linear relationships between d=5.4nm-18.4nm.
⎝Φ ⎠
The linear fits for different labeling efficiencies resulted in similar distance R
results (red: R=(13.38±2.59) nm; grey: R=(13.06±1.96) nm; green:
R=(13.12±1.40) nm).
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-- Alex488-AB 200nM
-- BHQ-sgc8
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-- Alex488-AB 200nM
-- BHQ-10T-sgc8

-- CEM cell only
-- FITC-IgG2a
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-- Dabcyl-sgc8
-- Dabcyl-10T-sgc8

C

-- Alex488-AB 200nM
-- Dabcyl-sgc8

D

-- Alex488-AB 200nM
-- Dabcyl-10T-sgc8

Figure 5-16 Flow cytometry analysis using different fluorescence quenchers as energy
acceptors. (A) Aptamer sgc8 was labeled with a BHQ functional group on its 5’
end and used as an energy acceptor on the aptamer binding site (dark blue
curve). (B) Same as (A) with a 10-polyT linker between the aptamer sgc8
sequence and the BHQ functional group (light blue curve). (C) Aptamer sgc8
was labeled with a Dabcyl functional group on its 5’ end and used as an energy
acceptor on the aptamer binding site (green curve). (D) Same as (C) with a 10polyT linker added between the aptamer sgc8 sequence and the Dabcyl
functional group (purple curve). Experimental procedure was similar to Figure 1.
The fluorescence was determined with a FACScan cytometer (BD
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Immunocytometry Systems) by counting 10,000 events. Laser excitation at
488nm with 750V excitation intensity was used as the excitation source. The
FITC-labeled isotype Mouse IgG2a antibody was used as a negative control to
determine nonspecific binding (yellow curve). Cell fluorescence background was
determined from samples with cells only as the fluorescence background for later
calculation (black curve).
Table 5-1. Summary of Properties for Gold Nanoparticles of Different Sizes (50mL
0.01% HAuCl4 for each preparation).
Volume of Sodium
Citrate (1%, mL)

Average diameter
(nm)b

Color

λmax
(nm)

N/Aa
5.4 ± 1.0
Brownish Red
517
4.0
10.1 ± 1.6
Red
519
3.5
13.3 ± 1.5
Red
520
3.0
15.4 ± 2.3
Red
519
2.0
18.4 ± 4.6
Red
520
1.5
20.4 ± 4.3
Red
520
1.0
25.4 ± 5.9
Red
522
0.85
31.2 ± 5.7
Pinkish Red
524
0.75
42.4 ± 8.4
Pinkish Red
532
a.
5.4nm NPs were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO.
b.
The average diameter of NPs for each size was determined by measuring the size of
100 particles from the TEM images.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Table 5-2. Summary of DNA sequences.
Name
sgc8
sgc8-FITC
sgc8-TAMAR
sgc8-Cy5
sgc8-S-S
sgc8-NH2
sgc8-BHQ
sgc8-Dabcyl
sgc8-10T-BHQ
sgc8-10TDabcyl
Lib-FITC

DNA Sequences
5’ -ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (FITC)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (TAMAR)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (Cy5)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (S-S-C6 linker)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA
GA-3’
5’ (NH2-C6 linker)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA
GA-3’
5’ (BHQ)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (Dabcyl)-ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (BHQ)- TTTTTTTTTT ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA
CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (Dabcyl)-TTTTTTTTTT ATC TAA CTG CTG CGC CGC CGG GAA AAT ACT GTA
CGG TTA GA-3’
5’ (FITC)-NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NN-3’
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Lib-TAMAR
Lib-Cy5
TDO5-S-S
TDO5-NH2

5’ (TAMAR)- NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN
NN -3’
5’ (Cy5)- NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NN -3’
5’ (S-S-C6 linker)- ATC CAG AGT GAC GCA GCA GAT CAG TCT ATC TTC TCCTGA
TGG GTT CCT AGT TAT AGG TGA AGC TGG ACA CGG TGG CTT AGT-3’
5’ (NH2-C6 linker)-ATC CAG AGT GAC GCA GCA GAT CAG TCT ATC TTC TCCTGA
TGG GTT CCT AGT TAT AGG TGA AGC TGG ACA CGG TGG CTT AGT-3’

Table 5-3. Summary of aptamer-functionalization for gold nanoparticles.
Volume of
aptamer solution
added to 50 ml
gold NP stock
solution
(µl, 1 mM)

Total aptamer
added : Gold
NPb

Diameter of
gold NPs
(d, nm)

Estimated surface
area of one gold
NP (S=πd2)
(nm2)

Concentration
of gold NP
stock solutions
from synthesis
(nM, 50 ml)

A

5.4

91.6

62.2a

134.0

431:1

B
C
D
E
F
G
H

10.1
13.3
15.4
18.4
20.4
25.4
31.2

320.3
555.4
744.7
1063.1
1306.8
2025.8
3056.6

9.5
4.2
2.7
1.6
1.2
0.6
0.3

71.7
54.5
47.0
39.5
35.5
28.5
23.0

1509:1
2595:1
3481:1
4938:1
5917:1
9500:1
15333:1

I
42.4
5645.0
0.1
17.0
34000:1
The 5.4 nm gold NP stock solution was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
b
The ratios of total aptamer added to gold NPs were calculated from the estimations of surface
areas of different sizes of gold NPs to ensure saturated surface coverage.
a
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CHAPTER 6
ENGINEERING A LIGHT-SWITCHING MOLECULAR BEACON (MB) FOR
RIBONUCLEASE H KINETIC STUDY

Introduction
RNase H is a ribonuclease that specially degrades the RNA strand in a RNADNA hybrid to produce 3'-hydroxyl and 5'-phosphate terminated products. It is a nonspecific endonuclease and catalyzes the cleavage of RNA via an endonucleolytic
mechanism 148, aided by an enzyme-bound divalent metal ion. However, DNA strands
or unhybridized RNA strands will not be degraded. The enzyme is involved in several
important cellular processes including DNA replication, DNA repair and transcription. 149
Members of the RNase H family can be found in nearly all organisms, from archaea and
prokaryota to eukaryota. RNase H also has wide applications in molecular biology and
biotechnology in terms of its unique cleaving property. Retroviral RNase H, a part of the
viral reverse transcriptase enzyme, is an important pharmaceutical target, as it is
absolutely necessary for the proliferation of retroviruses, such as HIV. Inhibitors of this
enzyme could therefore provide new drugs against diseases like AIDS. E. coli RNase H
usually requires at least 6 base pairs of RNA-DNA hybrids as substrates to bind and
cleave effectively in solution, while the hybrid length required in living cells may be
somewhat greater. 150 The complete digestion of poly(rA):poly(dT) with E. coli RNase H
yields oligoribonucleotides with varying chain lengths, ranging from monomers to
hexamers. 151 In order to understand more about these functions and processes, and
more importantly, to screen new drugs against retroviruses, it is necessary to develop a
fast, real-time, sensitive and isotope-label free system to assay the cleavage activity of
RNase H. A number of traditional methods have been used to assay the enzyme
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activities and evaluate the kinetic parameters, such as the acid soluble release of RNA
fragment 152, gel electrophoresis 151 and HPLC 153. Acid soluble and gel electrophoresis
techniques require radioisotope-labeled substrates, and the HPLC method needs
micromolar concentration for substrate. All of these methods are indirect, discontinuous
and time-consuming. Recently, an RNA-DNA deplex is incorporated in a fluoresent
probe for Rnase H real time study. However, only very short substrate sequences can
be analysized. And the complexity in the RNA-DNA oligonucleotide synthesis may also
result in a low yield and restrict its general utility in enzyme activity studies. 154
Here we describe a real-time fluorescence method in which the signal
transduction was achieved by taking advantage of the light-switching excimer
mechanism inherent to molecular beacons (MBs). Molecular beacon is a singlestranded DNA that can form an intramolecular hairpin structure with a fluorophore and
quencher at either end. 14 DNA MB assays have been described for a few enzyme
studies, such as single-stranded specific DNases, endonuclease BamHI and small nonenzyme DNA cleavage agents 155-157. The enzyme activities have been detected and
characterized by taking advantages of the signal transduction mechanism built into the
MBs. The change in fluorescence signals reflects the conformational change of the MBs,
which is a result of the cleavage by the enzymes. 156 Most of these beacon designs are
based on fluorescence quenching 158 and fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) 158. Though each technique has its own advantages, some limitations remain.
For example, a quenching-based FRET molecular probe always has incomplete
quenching, resulting in a significant probe background. 159
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Experimental Section
Materials: The sequences of DNA and RNA oligonucleotides prepared are listed in
Table 6-1. DNA synthesis reagents were purchased from Glen Research (Sterling, VA).
Two difference sequences of DNA MBs (excimer probes both with 6 base pairs in stem,
sequences shown in Table 6-1) were labeled at both ends with pyrene. The RNA
sequences were synthesized and purified by Sigma-Proligo (The Woodlands, TX, USA.).
E. coli RNase H with (enzyme activity of 2000 units/ml (240 nM) was purchased from
Sigma-aldrich, Inc, where one unit of RNase H hydrolyzes 1.0 nanomole RNA in 3Hlabeled poly(dA):poly(dT) to acid soluble material in 20 min at 37 °C. The enzyme
specific activity is 419,972.4 units per mg of E. coli RNase H. 154 The RNase H inhibitor,
EDTA was purchased from Fisher Scientific International Inc. (Hampton, NH, USA). The
calibration dye SYBR-Green was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Instruments: An ABI3400 DNA/RNA synthesizer (Applied Biosystems) was used for
DNA synthesis. Probe purification was performed with a ProStar HPLC (Varian) where a
C18 column (Econosil, 5U, 250 × 4.6 mm) from Alltech Associates was used. UV-Vis
measurements were performed with a Cary Bio-300UV spectrometer (Varian) for probe
quantitation. Steady-state fluorescence measurements were performed on a FluorologTau-3 spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ). For emission spectra, 340 nm was
used for excitation.

Pyrene-MB Synthesis and Purification: A solid-phase synthesis method was used to
couple pyrene to MB sequences at both 3’ and 5’ ends. The synthesis started with a 3’amino-modifier C7 controlled pore glass (CPG) column at 1-µmol scale. After the
synthesis of the DNA beacon sequence, a 5’-amine was added to the sequence by
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using 5’-amino-modifier-C6 linker phosphoramidite. The column then was flushed slowly
with dimethylformamide (DMF) (15 ml), piperidine (20%) in DMF (15 ml), trichloroacetic
acid (3%) in dichloromethane (15 ml), and then another DMF (15 ml). The CPG
contained within the column was released into DMF solution (1 ml) containing pyrene
butyric acid (57.7 mg, 200 µmol), dicyclocarbodiimide (41.3 mg, 200 µmol), and
dimethylaminopyridine (24.4 µg, 200 µmol). After stirring for 3 h, the solution was
centrifuged, and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was washed three times
with DMF, methanol, and water, respectively, before incubated in a solution of
methylamine (50%) in ammonia at 65°C for ~10 min. The resulting clear and colorless
supernatant was collected. Under UV radiation, an intense green fluorescence was
observed from the collected solution. The beacon solution was desalted with a
Sephadex G-25 column (NAP-5, Amersham Pharmacia) and dried in a SpeedVac. The
dried product was purified by HPLC using a C18 column with a linear elution gradient
with buffer B changing from 25% to 75% in 25 min at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The
second peak in chromatography that absorbed at 260 and 350 nm, and emitted at 485
nm with 350 nm excitation, was collected as the product. The collected product then
was vacuum-dried, desalted with a G-25 column, and stored at -20°C for future use. 7

Pyrene Beacon Assays for RNase H Studies: Assays were carried out in 100µl of
USB RNase H buffer (TRIS-HCl (20mM, pH7.5), KCl (20mM), MgCl2 (10mM), EDTA
(0.1mM), and DTT (0.1mM)) 154, containing RNase H (6 nM, 50units/ml) and DNA
beacon: RNA hybrid (100nM) at 1:1 ratio. An increase in fluorescence emission at
485nm, upon excitation at 340nm, indicates the hydrolysis progress of the hybrids. The
maximum fluorescence emission was determined by incubating the hybrids with excess
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RNase H. For determination of the Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters, the beacon
assay concentration was varied from 25nM to 500nM, in the range of the previously
reported Km values for RNase H. 160, 161 Dye calibration curve using SYBR®
GreenER™ is applied to determine the accurate concentration of the hybrid. SYBR®
GreenER™ is a double-strand oligonucleotide binding dye that can quantitatively
differentiate duplex from single strand oligonucleotides after hybridization. In all kinetic
experiments, initial rate measurements were obtained in the first 30 second, with an
enzyme concentration (6nM, 50units/ml). All experiments were done at 37°C and
repeated for 2-3 times. Average values were used for calculation. Data in Table 6-2 and
Table 6-3 were obtained by performing curve fitting to the Michaelis-Menten equation
using OriginPro 7.0 (Microcal Software Inc.).

Results and Discussion
Here, we describe the molecular engineering of a light-switching excimer beacon
probe for RNase H activity monitoring. Some spatially sensitive fluorescent dyes, such
as pyrene 15, 160, 162, 163 and BODIPY Fl 161, 164 can form excimer upon proximity of an
excited-state molecule with another ground-state molecule. The excimer results in an
emission wavelength shift to a longer wavelength compared to the monomer. The
formation of excimer between two pyrene molecules that are connected by a flexible
covalent chain, such as a DNA chain, is highly useful to probe spatial arrangement.
Similar to FRET, the spatially dependent property of excimer formation can be used as
a signal transduction in the development of effective molecular probes. This unique
technique is especially useful for the design of MBs, which can undergo conformational
change upon target binding. By attaching pyrene molecules 162 to both ends, an excimer
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switching MB probe has been developed. In the absence of target molecules, the DNA
beacon stays in its closed form and forms a loop-stem hairpin structure, which brings
the two pyrene moieties to close proximity and allows the formation of an excimer that
emits at ~485nm. When binding to the complementary DNA or RNA, the MB opens up.
Both pyrene molecules are spatially separated and only the monomer emission peaks
(at 378nm and 397nm) are observed. The change in emission wavelength serves as a
unique real-time method to trace a series of conformational changes of the DNA probe
based assays162. This emission wavelength switching solves the probe background
signal problem that occurs with FRET molecular probes. So it can help improve the
precision of the kinetic parameter quantitation which also takes the background signal
into account.

Design of Light-Switching MB
A 31mer light-switching pyrene beacon assay has been designed for the realtime study of RNase H activity with high sensitivity. (Sequences shown in Table 6-1)
The mechanism to monitor the activity is shown schematically in Figure 6-1. A dualpyrene-labeled DNA beacon is free in solution without the target binding. Both the
pyrene moieties are brought to close proximity by the beacon hairpin structure, allowing
the formation of an excimer. The excimer emission at 485 nM has a fluorescence
enhancement of about 37-fold, as shown in Figure 6-2. The binding of the DNA beacon
to its RNA target leads to the opening up of the hairpin structure and thus spatially
separates the pyrene moieties from each other. The fluorescence emission will have a
blue shift and give the monomer emission at 378 nm and 397 nm. As we monitor the
excimer signal in the whole process, this RNA-DNA hybrid, which serves as the
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substrate for the RNase H cleavage, has a low fluorescence background at 485nm
(Figure 6-2). After the addition of the enzyme, only the RNA strand will be cleaved from
the duplex 148, which sets free the DNA beacon. The restoration of the hairpin structure
brings the pyrene moieties back together and gives a dramatic fluorescence
enhancement at the excimer emission at 485nm, and the real-time fluorescence
monitoring is shown in Figure 6-3. This critical step is the one we used for the RNase H
kinetic parameters study. Comparing to normal fluorophore-quencher labeled MB
design, whose fluorescence signal will be quenched at this step; the pyrene beacon
assay results in a fluorescence increase and thus has a much higher sensitivity. It
brings a lot more convenience to the calculation with the signal enhancement in the
design. Also, Scheme 5-1 reveals another important advantage of the light-switching
excimer signaling approach over traditional gel electrophoresis experiments: real-time
detection without separation. Because only the cleaved duplex gives excimer emission,
the uncleaved targets do not have to be separated from the solution for detection. In
addition, since it is a real-time detection, the fluorescence assay gives us a much
clearer picture for the enzyme cleavage activity and also minimizes the inconvenience
of being discontinuous in experiment manipulation. In order to confirm that the signal
enhancement comes from the cleavage of the RNA strand by the RNase H, a
complementary DNA is added to the solution after the enzyme cleavage. The free
beacon hybridizes with the complementary DNA and opens up its hairpin structure
again as shown by the dramatic decrease in excimer emission. (Figure 6-3)

Optimization of cDNA lengthes
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The oligonucleotide targets for normal MBs have the complementary sequence
to the loop sequence of the beacons. However, sometimes beacons can exhibit a
substantial amount of intermolecular interactions as a result of sticky-end pairing of the
beacon stems in the presence of target nucleic acids. 8 Two complementary sticky ends
from two beacon hybrids can pair to form a short double helix, leading to association of
the two hybrids at one end. With sticky-end pairing, two separated pyrene molecules
are drawn back together again, causing high background in excimer emission and false
negative results in the enzyme activity study, as shown in Figure 6-4. This problem is
more severe when the probe concentrations are high in solution. In order to avoid this
sticky-end pairing problem, shared stem oligonucleotide targets are used in the pyrene
beacon assays design. We have designed two different sequence of shared stem cDNA
to test the fluorescence signal for the optimization of the target RNA sequence.
(Sequence shown in Table 6-1) We find that the sequence with a G base on the 5’ end
gives a lower background at the excimer emission than the one which has an A base.
According to literature 165, this is because that the G base on the 5’ end of the DNA
strand can partially quench the fluorescence of the fluorophore due to energy transfer.
We will use this sequence for the design of the RNA stand in our kinetic studies.
Moreover, using shared stem RNA to solve the sticky-end pairing problem also has the
potential to increase the assay concentration from 20nM to 100nM in order to obtain a
higher fluorescence signal.

Light-Switching MB Assay for Ribonulcease H Kinetic Study
Then the excimer beacon assay was used to obtain the kinetic parameters for E.
coli RNase H monitoring the cleavage of the RNA strand from the RNA-DNA hybrid.
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Figure 6-5 shows that the cleavage of RNA is enzyme concentration dependent,
indicating that the excimer beacon assay can be used for RNase H detection over a
range of enzyme concentration. The initial rate of hydrolysis can be used for RNase H
kinetic studies. The kinetic parameters of RNase H for the 25bp RNA-DNA hybrid are
Km=0.019 µM and kcat =0.25 s-1. The details of how these parameters are obtained are
shown in Figure 6-6. The values are similar to those radioisotope labeled duplexes with
similar length of base pairs (14 mer: Km=0.08 µM and kcat =0.1 s-1154; 22 mer: Km=0.07
µM and kcat =1.1 s-1151; 24 mer: Km=0.02 µM) (Shown in Table 6-2) using the gel
electrophoresis methods. The variation in Km and kcat is the result of varied assay
conditions, substrates and methods. Previous reported methods such as gel
electrophoresis and HPLC analysis resulted in a wide range for the RNase H kinetic
parameters using RNA-DNA hybrids.

Sequence Dependence on Ribonuclease H Cleavage Kinetics
In addition, early observation confirms that the cleavage sites of RNase H are not
sequence dependent. 151 However, the enzyme does exhibit sequence dependence
effect on the kinetic properties of the cleavage activity. 154 We synthesized a 25mer
pyrene beacon, MBS1 (Sequence shown in Table 6-1), which has the same GC content
as the MB226 beacon in the whole hybrid but much higher GC content in stem. The
beacon has also been applied to study the kinetics. While similar results have been
obtained due to the same length of the hybrids, it suggests a slight increase in Michaelis
constant (Km=0.031µM) and turnover rate (kcat=0.33 s-1) for the MBS1 assay.
(Comparison shown in Table 6-2) It suggests that the kinetic characteristics of the
enzyme’s cleavage activities show slight sequence preference. And it is most likely due
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to the only difference between these two assays – GC contents in beacon’s stem
sequence. A larger Michaelis constant means a higher ratio between the velocities of
enzyme-substrate complex degradation and formation. Higher GC content in stem
makes the product after cleavage more stable in the beacon’s hairpin structure, which
leads to a higher complex degradation rate. The results indicate that E. coli RNase H
does have slight sequence preference and slightly prefer the substrate with higher GC
contents in stem in the pyrene beacon assay.

Conclusion
In summary, with its unique properties, the dual-pyrene-label pyrene beacon is
finding interesting applications in enzyme activity studies. Integrated with a novel signal
transduction mechanism, the binding and cleaving elements can be used as sensitive
probes for enzymatic monitoring and kinetic analysis. We have demonstrated that the
light-switching excimer approach is an excellent signal transduction for MB development
with specific detection purpose. The switching of the excimer signal indicates that the
conformational change of the pyrene beacon can be used to monitor the enzymatic
activity. This signaling approach has its merits for application in kinetic analysis for
several reasons. First, the real-time detection via monitoring the signal transduction
corresponding to conformational change gives a real-time portray of what is happening
in the reaction. Without the laborious work for stopping reaction and taking out samples
every few minutes such as in gel electrophoresis methods, it can avoid any indirect and
time-consuming problems. Also, free from any need to stop reactions in the middle by
any inhibitors, it can give a more precise response only coming from the cleavage
activity of the enzyme. Second, shorter detection time is needed. Real-time monitoring
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can avoid any other detection and analysis steps afterwards 166, so it shortens the
detection time for each sample and minimizes the environmental effect to afford more
precise detection. The real-time light-switching assays we have developed here show
great advantages in these aspects for its simple, rapid method, easy construction and
high sensitivity. These properties will enable useful applications to construct specially
designed light-switching pyrene beacons for different types of enzyme activity studies in
extracellular or even intracellular environments.

Figure 6-1 Schematic representation of the fluorescence mechanism using lightswitching pyrene assay for RNase H activity study. A DNA beacon (black) is endlabeled with pyrene molecules (green) that are brought close to each other by the
beacon’s loop-stem hairpin structure. The two pyrene molecules have an excimer
emission in the green light range ~485 nm. a). Upon binding to its target RNA
(red), the DNA beacon forms a hybrid with the RNA strand and opens its hairpin
structure. The two pyrene molecules are spatially separated, which results in the
monomer emissions at ~378nm and 397nm in the blue light range. b). The
addition of RNase H results in the specific cleavage of the RNA strand from the
RNA-DNA hybrid. The restoration of the hairpin structure in the DNA beacon
brings the two pyrene molecules closed back together to form an excimer again.
c). Complementary DNA (purple) is added to form a duplex with the DNA pyrene
beacon to confirm that the enzyme just cleaved the RNA strand but did not
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degrade the DNA beacon. Monomer emission for the pyrene molecules is
detected again in this duplex structure.
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Figure 6-2 Steady-state fluorescence spectra of MB226 pyrene beacon assay for
RNase H activity study. Excitation at 340nm was used for all spectra. The red
line represents the fluorescence emission from the free pyrene beacons with
100nM concentration in solution before target binding. There is a ~37-fold signal
to background fluorescence enhancement at 485nm emission. The blue line
represents the fluorescence emission after the hybridization of beacon to target
RNA by annealing at 1:1 ratio with an 8-fold decrease compared to the free
beacons. The green line is the emission spectrum of the beacon: cDNA duplex at
1:100 ratio. A dramatic decrease in excimer wavelength (~485 nm) happens after
hybridization, and a corresponding increase in monomer signals (378 nm and
397 nm) is also shown.
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Figure 6-3 Time-base fluorescence monitoring of RNase H cleavage activity in MB226
assay. While monitoring the excimer signal in the system, the addition of RNase
H induces the fluorescence enhancement due to the cleavage of the RNA
strands from the pyrene beacons. After reaching plateau, shared stem cDNA is
added to hybridize with the free beacon, which results in a dramatic decrease in
excimer emission. This reaction is shown to confirm the cleavage mechanism of
the pyrene beacon assays. Reaction conditions: [RNA-DNA hybrid] =100 nM,
[RNase H] =6 nM (50 units/ml), [cDNA] =10 µM. Excitation wavelength: 340 nm;
emission wavelength: 485 nm (excimer emission).
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Figure 6-4 Steady-state fluorescence spectra of pyrene beacon (20 nM) with loop-cDNA
(1:100) for optimization of RNA sequence in MB226 assay. The duplex of pyrene
beacon and loop-cDNA gives a high background signal after hybridization due to
the sticky-end pairing problem.
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Figure 6-5 Time curves of cleavage of RNA strand from MB226 assay by E. coli RNase
H at different enzyme concentration at 37℃. Reaction conditions were: [RNADNA hybrid]=100 nM; [RNase H]=0.6 nM (5 units/ml), 1.8 nM (15 units/ml), 2.7
nM (22.5 units/ml), 3.6 nM (30 units/ml), 6 nM (50 units/ml), 8.4 nM (70 units/ml);
1 unit of E. coli RNase H=1.2×10-13 mol.
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Figure 6-6 The Linear weaver-Burk plot of reciprocals of initial rates versus substrate
concentration for the determination of kinetic parameters Km, kcat and Vmax of
RNase H in MB226 assay. From the plot, we got Km =0.019 µM, Vmax =1.65
nM/s and kcat =0.25 s-1. Reaction conditions: [RNA-DNA hybrid] =25 nM, 50 nM,
75 nM, 100 nM, 200 nM, 300 nM, 400 nM and 500nM. [RNase H]=6 nM (50
units/ml). Excitation at 340 nm; emission at 485 nm.
Table 6-1. Probes and oligonucleotides used in Ribonuclease H kinetic study
Name
MB226
MB226 shared stem cDNA-A
MB226 shared stem cDNA-G
MB226 shared stem RNA
MBS1
MBS1 shared stem cDNA-A
MBS1 shared stem cDNA-G
MBS1 shared stem RNA

Sequence
5’ Pyr-CCT AGC TCT AAA TCA CTA TGG TCG CGC TAG G-Pyr 3’
5’ CCT AGC GCG ACC ATA GTG ATT TAG A 3’
5’ GCG ACC ATA GTG ATT TAG AGC TAG G 3’
5’ GCG ACC AUA GUG AUU UAG AGC UAG G 3’
5’ Pyr-CGC ACC TCT GGT CTG AAG GTT TAT TGG TGC G-Pyr 3’
5’ CGC ACC AAT AAA CCT TCA G AC CAG A 3’
5’ AAT AAA CCT TCA GAC CAG AGG TGC G 3’
5’ AAU AAA CCU UCA GAC CAG AGG UGC G 3’

Boldface type indicates the stem sequences in the molecular beacon structures.

Table 6-2. Kinetic parameters of pyrene beacon assays for E. coli RNase H
Substrate
MB226 (25 mer)
MBS1 (25 mer)
24 mer 165
22 mer 151
14 mer 154

Km (µM)
0.019
0.031
0.02
0.07
0.08
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kcat ( s-1)
0.25
0.33
0.1
1.12

CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Instrumentation Development and Nanomaterial Engineering for Live Cell
Mapping and Bioanalysis
Mapping living cells with good spatial and temporal resolution offers significant
potential for the understanding of important biological phenomena. Therefore, the
overall direction of this doctoral research has focused on the development of efficient
molecular probes and the construction of sensitive instruments for live cell receptor
mapping and bioanalysis.
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) is a sensitive technique for
observation of molecular interactions down to the molecular level. By extracting
information from molecular diffusion, FCS gives detailed information on molecular
interactions. In addition, it is also a non-invasive single-molecule-detection technique
that can be applied to the intracellular environment with low detection limits. Therefore,
this highly sensitive technique was chosen for this research project, and was applied for
direct measurements of membrane receptor density in its natural physiological
environment on the cell surface. A cellular model was constructed using a DNA ligand
aptamer for specific receptor targeting and labeling, and the receptor densities and
distribution profile on the cell surface were obtained for different types of cancer cells.
This successful outcome has proved the advantages of the FCS technique and its
applications for cell membrane receptor mapping.2
The previous membrane receptor density study using FCS has proven the
capability of using fluorescence auto-correlation for molecular interaction studies.
However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the application of FCS to binding analysis is
limited to the events in which binding significantly reduces the diffusion rate of the
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labeled species. Therefore, to overcome this limitation, the original FCS setup was
upgraded to a novel three-channel dual-color Fluorescence Cross-Correlation
Spectroscopy (FCCS) setup in our lab. The difficulties of overlapping three femtolitersized observation volumes were overcome by careful alignments and calibrations during
the setup. This lab-built FCCS not only inherits the single-molecule detection capability
from FCS, but also further extends its applications for molecular interaction studies by
labeling two species with two spectrally distinct fluorophores. By taking advantage of its
co-localization capabilities and the high sensitivity and low detection limit properties, we
are now further adapting this technique for real-time monitoring of intracellular gene
expression levels.
Besides instrumentation development, nanomaterials have been used to
construct a nanoruler to study the detailed structures of individual membrane receptor
by mapping its binding site distances on live cell membrane. This SET-based nanoruler
uses aptamer-gold-nanoparticle conjugates with different diameters to monitor the
distance between two binding sites on a receptor in the natural physiological
environment of the cell surface. This nanoruler has been proved to successfully
measure separation distances well beyond the detection limit of FRET (~10 nm). This is
a significant development because many membrane proteins will change their
conformations if separated from the cell membranes for in-vitro studies, resulting in an
inability to measure the real binding site distances in these proteins. Thus, for the first
time, we have successfully developed an effective SET nanoruler for live cells with long
distance, simple construction, fast detection and low fluorescence background.167
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Nanomaterial engineering was also used to develope molecular probes for
protein detection and enzymatic activity studies. Due to the versatility, nucleic acids
have extensively served as a novel class of recognition elements to detect a broad
range of targets, such as ions, small molecules, nucleic acids and proteins to living
organisms. Two different types of molecular beacon (MB) probes have been engineered
for enzymatic activity studies3 and protein inhibition studies4.
In summary, this PhD research has focused on instrumentation development and
nanomaterial engineering for bioanalysis and biomedical applications, especially for cell
membrane receptor studies and intracellular measurements. A successful outcome from
these studies will lead to a better understanding of biological events and processes.

Future Directions
Exploration of FCS/FCCS Applications for Molecular Interaction Studies inside
Living Cells
In order to further extend the applications of FCS/FCCS for molecular interaction
studies, especially for intracellular measurements, we are adapting this technique for
real-time monitoring of intracellular mRNA. The ability to detect, localize, quantify and
monitor the expression of specific genes in living cells in real time will offer
unprecedented opportunities for advancement in molecular biology, disease
pathophysiology, drug discovery and medical diagnostics. This innovative FCCS
strategy stands in contrast to current methods for quantifying gene expression which
are not able to provide real-time monitoring (e.g., PRC and microarray). Moreover,
those conventional methods often result in false positives and suffer from high
background from the intracellular environment. In this research, as shown in Figure 4-7,
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two DNA oligonucleotides were designed, one labeled with a green fluorophore and the
other with a red fluorophore, that hybridize to adjacent regions on the same mRNA
target, resulting in an increase of cross-correlation signal. The co-localization detection
of the two differently labeled DNA probes will significantly reduce false positives, leading
to the sensitive real-time monitoring of mRNAs in live cells. Furthermore, the femtolitersized detection volume also ensures a low detection limit in a spatially and temporally
ordered manner and eventually improves the detection sensitivity. Ongoing research will
provide a novel technique for sensitive RNA detection and quantification in living cells.
In the future, we will also further extend the application for intracellular measurements
and apply this sensitive technique for protein-protein interaction studies in live cells.

Engineering Nanomaterials as Natural Circuit Mimics for Bioanalysis
The complex behavior of living systems is generated by molecular interactions among
genes, proteins and metabolites, and the precise control of molecular interactions relies
heavily on the existence of feedback circuits in the underlying interaction networks. One
typical regulatory mechanism is the negative feedback control circuit, in which an
initiator of a reaction can be inhibited by its own products. In this way, the reactants and
products of a reaction interact with each other to keep their concentrations at steadystate. Learning from the living system, we have applied nucleic acid probes to
chemically mimic this type of regulation and have constructed a self-regulated protein
inhibitor by introducing a feedback control circuit. By taking advantage of the unique
property of the RNase H in cleaving only RNA strands from the RNA/DNA hybrid, an
intramolecular RNA/DNA hybrid was engineered containing a DNA aptamer inhibitor
selected for HIV-1 RNase H. Cleavage of the DNA aptamer from the hybrid by HIV-1
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RNase H will lead to its binding of the aptamers to the HIV-1 RNase H, thus
deactivating by the cleavage function. In this way, the catalytic cleavage reaction can be
terminated so a feedback control circuit. This feedback control circuit was further
adapted to regulate the inhibitor function of thrombin to construct a self-regulated
protein inhibitor. Due to this low molecular weight, ease of reproducible production,
versatility in application, and most importantly, flexible sequence design of the nucleic
acids, this feedback control holds great potential to become a universal method for
making protein inhibitors.
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APPENDIX A
PROBABILITY CALCULATION OF INTER-RECEPTOR SET INTERACTION
CONTRIBUTION
According to the mean free path calculation in molecular collision study, we
regard individual receptor as a circle with a diameter d of 13.4nm on the cell surface.
Previous Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) studies168 indicated that
receptors are randomly diffusing on the surface with a lateral diffusion coefficient D of
10-10 cm2/s. Therefore, during the detection time, the number of receptors that an
individual receptor collides with during its lateral diffusion pathway actually indicates the
probability of inter-receptor interactions.
Assume the diffusion rate of a receptor is μ and the detection time is Δt , so the
surface area a receptor has traveled during the detection time will be

Scov ered = μ ⋅ d ⋅ Δt

(1)

While the lateral diffusion coefficient D = μ ⋅ d , so

Scov ered = D ⋅ Δt

(2)

Therefore, the number of receptors that an individual receptor collides with (P)
during the detection time Δt will be

P = Scov ered ⋅ A = D ⋅ Δt ⋅ A

(3)

in which A is the density of receptor on the cell surface.
According to our experiment conditions, the detection time for individual cells in
the flow Cytometry will be Δt = 5sec/106 cells = 5 × 10−6 sec/ cell . The receptor density of
PTK7 on CEM cells were determined previously in the FCS study2 as

A = 1300 ± 190recptor / μ m 2 . So, by putting all these values in formula (3), the chance for
inter-receptor collisions during the detection time will be
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P = Scov ered ⋅ A = D ⋅ Δt ⋅ A = (10−10 cm 2 / s ) × (5 × 10−6 s ) × (1300 / μ m 2 ) = 6.5 × 10−5 〈

1
10000

Therefore, the contribution of inter-receptor interaction is less than 1/10000 to the
total SET interaction. In other words, the contribution of the inter-receptor interaction
effects is negligible for the distance determinations.
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